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THE POST-DISASTER PLANNING 
IN RESETTLEMENT PROJECT

Case Study of Sleman Regency, Indonesia

Abstract

Post-disaster recovery is an effort to rehabilitate the affected community by providing a safer 

environment. In certain area, the recovery often deals with relocation and resettlement if the source of 

danger cannot be removed. In order to pursue a quick recovery in relocation and resettlement, a top-

down planning approach with hierarchal structure is generally applied. In the midst of the complex 

problem of conducting resettlement and providing a safer environment for community, this top-down 

planning is modified or even complemented with different planning approaches to address the 

dynamics of the situation. Furthermore, the aim of this research is to understand the planning process 

during the post-disaster recovery and to acknowledge the difficulties that top-down planning is 

confronted when dealing with resettlement project. This paper captures the most affected area of 

densely populated in Sleman Regency in Indonesia that face a volcanic eruption as the study case. The 

paper uses the method of qualitative research through the selection of secondary data, primary data, 

and in-depth interview to give a comprehensive picture of the case. This thesis concludes that the top-

down planning adapts to the complex situation by applying a community-based approach to allow 

more flexible coordination among stakeholders and active participation in the community. Hence, the 

strengths and weaknesses of the implementation of top-down planning with community-based 

program are expected to be lessons-learned for further post-disaster planning policy.   

Keywords: top-down planning, post-disaster recovery, resettlement, community-based.
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Chapter overview

The first chapter of this thesis elaborates the aim of the study, research question andobjective, brief overview on the research case and also thesis structure to show work plan ofthesis. This chapter presents general idea on the concepts of top-down planning andcommunity-based approach related with post-disaster recovery process, specifically in theresettlement development. The discussion explains the type of top-down planning and itslinkage to community-based approach in conducting the recovery process of relocation andresettlement for the affected community. The discussion emphasizes several aspects namelyrecovery process, coordination and resettlement which further conveyed in the Chapter 2.The brief description of the case study functions as illustration of this research.
1.1 Aim and Research QuestionDisasters have devastating impacts to people’s life and environment, thus immediateresponse is required to recover them to their normal condition. According to the definition ofCenter for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED, 2007), “Disaster is a situation orevent, which overwhelms local capacity, necessitating a request to national or internationallevel for external assistance; an unforeseen and often sudden event that causes great damage,destruction and human suffering”. Therefore, disaster which are occurring in an increasingfrequency in the world with devastating impact (Shaw, 2006 in Karunasena, et. al., 2010)have stimulates several planning approaches from the national and international level toovercome the impacts. In attempt to achieve immediate response and recovery, planningapproaches are selected and examined by planners and policy-maker. One of the approachesto manage a quick response in effective way is top-down planning approach. Subsequently,planning processes in post-disaster situation can be regarded as functional rational ratherthan as communicative rational (De Roo, 2001). He further elaborates traditionally thissituation is solved by using a functionality reasoning, which means not much more than top-down policy urging a central government giving directives to local authorities. Functionalrationality is concerned with means and efficiency – it is seek to meet ends in the mosteffective and efficient way (Allmendinger, 2002). Hummel and Ahlers (2007) also argue thatthe centralized management and support is vital to effective and efficient reconstruction,emergency funding can be appropriated and distributed to areas affected by the disaster, andmyriad agencies are coordinated to move reconstruction forward. This reflects the top down-
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planning is still generally applied in post-disaster recovery; since it is believed the functionalrational behind this planning approach support functional yet quick recovery.Along with its functionality, top-down planning also receives criticism on its limitationon dealing with complex problem that usually occur in post-disaster recovery.  Allmendinger(2009) argues the functional rationality behind the top-down planning is akin to commandrather than collaboration. While the fuzzy nature of planning in the complex situationrequires collaborative act of actor-consulting to address differences (Roo & Porter, 2012),top-down planning gives little space for different actors involved in the planning process.Healey (1997) supports the idea that communicative rationality takes as an ethicalcommitment to enabling all stakeholders to have a voice, which then offers a way ofmobilising for change through collective efforts. In the contrary, the public and leaders oftenclamor to re-build quickly yet better than before, by using the common practice of commandand directives from centralized government (Comfort, 2005 in Ingram et. al., 2006). This ideais generally framed with a phrase of ‘build back better’. It means recreate or rebuild thecommunity or environment with better condition than before. The doubt still remains onwhether it is feasible for top-down planning to unlock the phrase ‘build back better’ intorealization due to the complex characteristic of post-disaster recovery. Khasalamwa (2009)argues that despite the engaging mantra ‘build back better’, the disaster response in somecases have not lived up to expectations. In many cases this phrase is difficult to be broughtinto reality, particularly when a top-down planning in the process. For instance, thegovernment’s top-down policy of reservoir resettlement in Yangtze River (China) resulted inrural-urban migrants being marginalized as a community. Instead of becoming better, thequality of the resettlement in new area is degraded (Heming, Waley, & Rees, 2001). Thecriticism is basically derived from the perspective that top-down planning approach with itscommand and hierarchal characteristics has limited function to deal with complex issue (e.g.post-disaster recovery).Post-disaster recovery in resettlement project is complex issue since several differentissues emerge altogether. Post-disaster recovery is not just a single issue of rebuilding housesand buildings, but often it also consists of several different issues of relocating andrehabilitating community.  The act of relocating residents from the hazard zone inresettlement project happens when the danger cannot be removed. Disaster caused byvolcanic eruption is the possible option for recovery is by moving people to saferenvironment. Chan (1995) in Whiteford and Tobin (2004) explains to protect populationsfrom hazards, relocating population is one of the most common practices. Nevertheless, the
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difficult part for planner is to make sure the quick recovery and collaborative act are bothembraced in the post-disaster planning.Thus, this research reviews the practice of post-disaster planning and its strategy to liveup the expectation of ‘build back better’. The aim of this research is to understand theplanning process during the post-disaster recovery and to acknowledge the challenges thattop-down planning is confronted when dealing with resettlement project. Case study ofcommunity-based resettlement in Sleman Regency, Yogyakarta, Indonesia is selected todemonstrate the practice of top-down planning in recovery process. Further, the paper seekssome lessons-learned extracted from the case study. Therefore, the following researchquestions are defined to address the planning process and the confronted challenges duringthe post-disaster recovery.1. How and why is top-down planning process implemented typically in resettlementprojects during post-disaster recovery?2. How community-based approach influences top-down planning used in theresettlement project, specifically in the case of Rekompak program in the SlemanRegency, Yogyakarta, Indonesia?3. Are there key factors in the Sleman’s resettlement planning process which can be alessons-learned for further post-disaster planning policy, specifically for Indonesia’scontext?Those empirical questions are addressed by a theoretical approach based on theories asthe followings:
 The concept of post disaster recovery in disaster management cycle.
 The concept of top down planning.
 The concept of community-based approach.

1.2 Research ObjectiveAs mentioned in the previous explanation, this paper aims to provide insight on theapproach of top-down planning in post-disaster recovery in effort to provide saferenvironment for the community. On addressing the research questions, the set of objectivesare stated in the following lines:
 Identify the government’s approach in conducting the resettlement project in SlemanRegency.
 Identify the practice of community-based resettlement from the case study and how itaffects the line of coordination in top-down planning.
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 Identify the role of stakeholders and how they influence the recovery process.
 Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the post-disaster planning based on the casestudy.Hereafter, these objectives guide the flow of discussion from understanding theconcept and theoretical background, then to put it into the context by the illustration of thecase study. It is hoped that the output of this study can be an additional reference for allstakeholders from practitioner, government officials, academics, to NGO’s on theimplementation of planning policy in post-disaster situation and how it affects the executionof project.

1.3 Research CaseMount Merapi (2,968 amsl) is located in the provinces of Central Java and Yogyakartain Indonesia. It is the most active stratovolcano in this archipelago country; it erupts morethan 80 times between Year 1672 to 2010 (Bappenas & BNPB, 2011).  On average, it eruptsonce in just every 4 years. In its ordinary patten, Mount Merapi activity starts from lavadevelopment, followed by dome collapse to create pyroclastic flow (Kusumayudha, 2012).More than 200,000 people live in the disaster-prone are of Merapi (Statistic Bureau, 2008 inBappenas & BNPB, 2011) with acquaintance towards Merapi’s ordinary pattern.Kusumayudha (2012) says in most villages there are community association that well-trainedon volcanic hazard mitigation. Villagers have commonly known to live their daily lifeharmoniously with the nature of Merapi. It has been providing valuable natural resources forpeople’s life. It has been among Indonesia greatest givers of life and prosperity for some ofthe earth materials, energy and fertile soils (Murphy, 2010). Merapi’s volcanic ash containsfine material which play important role in feeding the soil (Suriadikarta, et. al., 2011).Consequently, villagers benefit the abundance crops yield to gain profit and income.Mount Merapi, however, depicts a perfect picture of two-sided phenomenon. In spiteof providing lavish natural sources, it also bring hazard to people whom live in the slopes.Kusumayudha (2012) utters the unexpected event where the character of Merapi eruption inthe year 2010 was inconsistent from its ordinary eruption pattern. Between Octover andNovember 2010, there was much higher gas pressure, much longer distant of pyroclasticflow, and much larger volume of volcanic material poured from the crater wiping out villagesin provinces of Yogyakarta and Central Java. Overall the eruption claimed 339 human livesand further destroyed 5,059 residential houses in Yogyakarta and Central Java (IMDFF-DR,
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2012). It struck Magelang, Klaten, Boyolali Municipalities in Central Java and Sleman Regencyin Yogyakarta, resulting in a financial loss to over US$374 Million (Bappenas & BNPB, 2011).

The main issue on the post-disaster recovery in Mount Merapi affected area is toprovide houses and safer environment for the affected residents. Government’s Action Planfor Rehabilitation and Reconstruction (Renaksi) is implementing ways for creatingsustainable and safer relocation sites for the affected populations (IMDFF-DR, 2012). Severalgovernment projects in collaboration with NGO’s, professionals and private sectors are beingdone in coping with numerous problems such as economy, culture, mitigation and otherissues during the recovery processes. Furthermore, government programme involving rangelist of international donors has been established in answer to the medium to longer-termrecovery needs of the affected inhabitants in term of housing and settlement. Governmentinitiates a recovery program name “Rekompak” (Community-based Settlement andCommunity Rehabilitation and Reconstruction) which focusing on the rehabilitation ofcommunity through reconstructing community-based and supporting other community-based activities.  The community-based activities may include the activities on livelihoodsrecovery, capacity building of local government, and the community resilience. The time-range of the Rekompak project is designed for 4 fiscal years, and closed in 2014 (Bappenas &BNPB, 2011).Along with its advantage and disadvantage, Mount Merapi still catches peopleattention to live on its fertile slopes. This challenging condition triggers government to createinitiatives to educate and facilitate villagers on post-disaster recovery. The top-downinitiative on community-based program of Rekompak has become an interesting case to bestudied. The linkage between these two different planning approaches may result in adynamic planning process on post-disaster recovery. Hence, this study focuses in the most

Figure 1.1 Higher gas pressure, pyroclastic flow and volcanic material in Merapi’s 2010 eruptiongenerate a larger southward crater. Source: Bahagia, 2013.

Mt. Merapi
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affected area of densely populated in Sleman Regency, Yogyakarta. Up until 2014, there are2,040 permanent houses/huntap built in Sleman regency through Rekompak program(Rekompak, 2014). Furthermore, the systematic of thesis structure is explained in thediagram of workplan.
1.4 Thesis structureThe structure of the master thesis is related to the research questions presented inprevious section. Chapter 1 introduces the aims of thesis, research questions and objective,and the brief information of the study case. Chapter 2 provides theoretical frameworks toaddress the research questions. The concepts of post disaster recovery in disastermanagement cycle, top down planning, and community-based approach are shaping thetheoretical framework. The methodology used in this thesis elaborated within the Chapter 3,which gives a description of the methods taken to answer the three main research questions.Subsequently, Chapter 4 presents the research result. It examines the government structure,community participation as well as coordination line and the role of actors. Chapter 5contains the analysis of post-disaster planning. Eventually, the research result and analysis ofthe findings are extracted in Chapter 6. This final chapter presents conclusion, reflexion of thethesis, and recommendation for further post-disaster planning policy. The thesis structure isdescribed on the next diagram.
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The thesis structure also illustrates the work plan of the thesis. Chapters are functions tocreate a systematic flow of discussion. Therefore, the above diagram presents therelationship between chapters and research questions.
Figure 1.2 Thesis structure. Source: Author
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Chapter overviewPlanning in post disaster-disaster recovery means planning within a complex issue,and subsequently requires adaptive planning approaches to deal with the situation. Thischapter therefore introduce the concept of post disaster recovery, top-down planningapproach, and also community-based resettlement to build the theoretical framework for thispaper. This theoretical framework is the basis for analyzing the concepts into the context ofthe case study.
2.1 IntroductionThe main focus of this research is post-disaster recovery and planning process. Inorder to understand these terms and their significant in this situation, a literature study ismade to present the principal characteristics of these concepts. Therefore, this chapterpresents a literature study on theories on ‘planning in post-disaster recovery processes’. Theconcepts of post-disaster recovery, top-down planning and community-based approach areused to build the theoretical framework. Each literature study is presented in sequential sub-chapters. The first subchapter discusses the phase and transition of post-disaster recoveryand the also resettlement project in the recovery process. The next subchapter elaborates thetheoretical concept of top-down planning and community-based approach and theircharacteristics.
2.2 Post-disaster RecoveryPost-disaster recovery is generally considered to be an effort to restore community totheir normal lives after the disaster. Specifically, post-disaster can be seen with threedistinctive but interrelating meanings (Lindell, 2013).  First, the recovery’s goal is re-establishing normal community that was disrupted by disaster impact. Second, it is a stage inthe disaster management cycle that begins with stabilization of the disaster condition andends when the community has restored to normal routines. Third, recovery process involvesboth activities that were planned before disaster and that were developed after disaster.From this point of view, post-disaster recovery certainly refers to a well-planned effort toredevelop the community. The well-planned effort can be manifested through rebuildinginfrastructures of roads, bridges, and settlement or even improving the community’scapacity. In this part, the post-disaster recovery is examined through its phase and transition;whilst, the resettlement aspect is used to describe the effort in post-disaster recovery onsupporting the community to pursue a normal lives.
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Figure 2.1 Crisis management and risk managemeni in the disaster management cycle.Source: BNPB (2013)

2.2.1 Phase and transitionAccording to Law on Disaster Management Number 24/2007, disaster is “a seriousdisruption of the functioning of a community causing widespread human, material orenvironmental losses as well as psychological distress which exceed the ability of the affectedcommunity to cope using its own resources”. The disaster thus needs a disaster managementto bring back community from their losses and psychological distress. Disaster managementcycle illustrate the different between stages starting from the reactive to proactive responsestoward the event of disaster. According to Asian Disaster Preparedness Center in Sudibiyakto(2013) disaster management cycle consist of these following stages: (1) disaster; (2)emergency response; (3) rehabilitation; (4) reconstruction; (5) disaster prevention; (6)disaster mitigation; (7) preparedness; and (8) warning. This cycle can be divided into twoparts: (a) crisis management covers emergency response to reconstruction; and (b) riskmanagement covers prevention to preparedness (BNPB, 2013). The reactive response startsfrom impact assessment to reconstruction stage, while the proactive one starts frommitigation to early warning.

From Figure 2.1, we might question the division of crisis management and crisismanagement in the disaster management cycle. Why the first half-cycle is called a crisismanagement? And why the other half is called a risk management? This difference positionedon the profile of treatment to each situation. The crisis management aims to overcome the
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hazard with approach of recovering the devastating impact. The risk managementemphasizes on minimizing the future risk of disaster by prevention technique.  The post-disaster recovery is part of the crisis management. This post-disaster recovery processconsists of two phases namely rehabilitation and reconstruction. In these phases, there isendeavor to do the recovery by rehabilitating people and reconstructing building andinfrastructure.Planning a post-disaster recovery means developing a set of strategies to assistcommunity in rebuilding its place and living after a disaster take place (University ofOregon’s Community Service Center, 2007). Henceforward, the strategies may includedeveloping and implementing post-disaster recovery plans, recovery ordinances, businessand government continuity plans, post-disaster buildable land inventories, utility recoveryand reconstruction plans, and the establishment of a coordinating organization and guidingprinciple for reconstruction. The challenge here for planners is to assists the communitythrough the stages in smooth transition without abrupt shift. It is cycle in natural sincedisaster has pattern. Ingram et. al.  (2006) stresses that during the ‘transitional phase, it iscritical that communities are consistently supported, consulted and informed as longer-termplans are developed to reduce anxiety and frustration associated with uncertainty. Clearly,the task to do is to design a plan and to strengthen the function of coordination andassistance in order to create a well-informed and well-prepared community that knowsexactly what things to do in each stage of transition. A recovery plan requires anunderstandable goals and an implementation strategy, preferably one that does notreproduce the community’s pre-impact hazard vulnerability (Smith and Wenger, 2006 inLindell, 2013).In short, the form of recovery is determined by the goals that being set earlier on theearly planning process. Different aim results in different strategy used in post-disasterrecovery. In the case of post-disaster recovery in Sleman regency, the catchphrase ‘build backsafer’ is set as the vision of the program. This vision of post-disaster recovery in Slemanregency is tried to be accomplished through the implementation of resettlement project. It is,therefore, bound to the face the two critical aspect of relocating and resettling population.
2.2.2 Practice of resettlementThe major challenges experienced during the resettlement project in year 2011 to2014 in Sleman region are not only concerning the work of housing construction, but alsoinvolving the social and economic issue occurred in the new built settlement. While such
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relocation of people is generally regarded as a consequence of certain recovery process, infact it also takes place as a factor that triggers the changes of people’s way of living.Relocating means moving people to a new settlement with different environment. The clusterform in the new settlement is different with their original dwelling. Therefore, relocation inresettlement project leads to the changes of people’s way of living. In most cases, previouslyvillagers have large field suitable for the cattle farm in their own backyard; now, due tolimited space in the new location, they have to adjust to work on the communal cattle farm.Cernea (1999) argues government and technical agencies must understand theeconomics of dispossession, impoverishment, and recovery and plan for growth in theresettlement.  He notes that the least addressed in recovery planning are the sources ofeconomic recovery— although in the case of relocation, people are removed from their socio-economi structure (Mutton and Haque, 2004). Because of this issue, the resettlement projectoften faces a specific set of risks as follows: (1) landlessness.  Expropriation of land removesthe main foundation upon which people’s productive system and activities are constructed.(2) joblessness. Unemployment or underemployment resulting from resettlement tends tolinger long after the physical relocation. (3) placelessness. Loss of housing and shelter cancause risk of losing group’s cultural space and identity.  (4) marginalization.  Marginalizationexpressed in a drop in social status and increased vulnerability. (5) food insecurity. The riskwhen the food-intake is below the minimum necessary for normal growth and work. (6)
increased morbidity and mortality. The outbreak of relocation-related diseases frommalnutrition, stress and psychological traumas threaten the weakest population segment –infants, children, and elderly. (7) loss of access to common property. Loss access to commonlyowned assets as forested lands, water sources and so on. (8) social disarticulation. Dismantleof original structure of social organization. These relocation and resettlement-causedproblems are possibly happen when the authorities are not putting lot of effort to anticipatethese risks. There are examples of the fault on resettlement project caused by less-detailedplanning by the government. In the resettlement scheme located in Laos, a situation oflimited sources of income has forced people in the lower slopes become an impoverishedlabor force and exploited for the benefit of the politically and economically dominantlowlanders (Cohen, 2000). Cernea (1988) underlines the key areas for strengtheningresettlement project including preparation and detailed planning of resettlement component,attention to economically and socially viable preferences for developing the productivecapacity of affected population, and supervision towards the implementation of resettlementoperations.
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In conclusion, the practice of resettlement in the post-disaster recovery can bedescribed as dependent, by being reliant to the external assistance and resources provided;and also complex, by being influence not only to the physical recovery but also social-economic recovery. This characteristic showing early planning is important to overcome thecurrent problem or anticipate potential risk. Also, the planning process plays a key role tobring a high chance of success on the disaster recovery primarily on resettling community.
2.3 The Dynamics of Planning ProcessAs mentioned in the previous section, the practice of resettlement in the post-disasterrecovery can be described as dependent and complex. Moreover, post-disaster planning isrequisite to be able to deal with these characteristics. It is recognized that post-disasterplanning basically entail four recovery efforts including assessing the damage, stabilizing theenvironment, activating the recovery team, and restoring the community (Ruyle &Schobernd, 1997). In coping with these recovery efforts, the practice of top-down planningcan be typically seen during the process of constructing a solution. However, it is difficult forcentralized government to deal with all the interrelated issues and policies that may happenin all layers of institution or community. The dependent and complex character ofresettlement project in the post-disaster recovery requires the dynamics yet adaptiveplanning process. This section digs into the dynamics of planning process by examining thetop-down planning and community-based approach in post-disaster context. First, itdescribes their characteristics for decision-making process and further the consequencesfrom each planning approach.
2.3.1 Top-down planning approachAs Conyers et. al., 1984 (cited in Cooksey and Kikula, 2005) argue, planning is bydefinition a continuous process that involves making decisions or choices about alternativeways of using available resources, with the aim of achieving particular goals in the future. Inattempt to achieving particular goals, several planning approaches are selected andexamined. Allmendinger (2002) also says planners to pick and choose theory since thedifferent justification and approaches conflicting are required in different circumstances. Thismeans, the pressure from professional, public and state drive certain planning approach to betaken considerately. Forester (1988) argues that to be rational in practice, planners must beable to think and act politically in the practical context of power relation or conflicting desiresand interest. Therefore, planning approach is carefully chosen to deal with the characteristic
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or resettlement in post-disaster recovery.  By the indication of the resettlement’s dependencycharacteristic towards external assistance and resources, top-down planning is often carriedout to make sure the assistance or directive is given.  Subsequently, the characteristics andconsequences of top-down planning are presented.
Characteristics of top-down planningThe so-called top-down or technical rational planning model is still dominant in somecountries. The particular reasons for this dominance of the top-down planning approachbecause it is seen to encourage a welfare state. Healey (1998) argues the top-down planninguse the approaches of commanding resources and regulatory power. In this situationgovernment is powerful managers structuring their development plan. There is emphasize ofsectoral divisions between the different social and infrastructure program, a clear divisionbetween public provision and private action, and hierarchal ‘top-down’ forms of organization.The hierarchal sectoralism infused both national and governmental structure. Healey uttersthe governmental institutions are advised by experts who designed program, and staffed byadministrators and experts who ensured the effective delivery of these program. Aside itsrelation to the power significance, the top down planning in the form of hierarchal control ofcentral government had long been assured by academics and practitioners as the mosteffective and efficient practice (Busscher et. al., 2014). In many Western planning systems orin particular cases of reclamation in New Mexico and disaster recovery in Katrina (see e.g.Alfasi, 2006; Jacobs, 1978; Quarantelli, 2005), top down planning in form of regulatorysystem is used. The implementation of top-down approach gives government planners,donors and the bureaucrats a sense of control and efficiency (Cooksey and Kikula, 2005).Thus, this control and efficiency in top-down planning approach related to the power andfunctionality characteristics.Giddensian concept of the structuration theory captures the phenomenon of powerand functionality characteristics in planning process. Giddens (1984) as cited in Healey(2006) identifies key the formative interaction between structures and agency. Giddensidentifies key linkages through which this interaction flows, and which in turn shape theidentities of actors and create the structural forces which they experience. The first is theflow of material resources as such goods and assets and finance. The second is the flow ofauthoritative resources or regulatory power, the power to regulate the actions of othersthrough formal and informal norms, codes, or laws. The third is the flow of ideas and framesof reference, the power to generate new imaginations and shape identities and values. Whenthese flows follow stable patterns, they generate the “structural forces” that exert such a
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powerful influence on opportunities for particular people in particular places. To the extent,power and functionality characteristics have consequence and further influence the output ofplanning.
Consequences of top-down planningAs the top-down planning approach and centralized policy-making believe strongly incause-effect relationship, it is then managed in hierarchal structure of organization. Bulkaand desJardins (2006) describe the hierarchical structure in planning is to reduce thecomplexity of the planning problem by hiding irrelevant details and allows the sub-tasksharing. In brief, some of the main features of top-down planning approach are as follows:planning decisions are centrally made by organizations that are remote from the project area,participation of stakeholders is typically adhering to what has already been planned, plansare also generally based on quantitative data through feasibility studies or projectformulation missions, planning as well as implementation follow a pre-conceived projectdesign or a master plan type (see e.g., Korten, 1980; Rudquist, 1992; Burkey, 1993 in Cookseyand Kikula, 2005).Although hierarchal structure organization emerges as a concrete practice of top-down planning, the form of its implementation may vary. It is not simply pictured as straight-directive order organization as kind of dictatorial form. Hierarchal organization structuresare indeed can be categorized in different group of characteristics. Alexander (1994) in Sager(2001) associates different planning characteristic with ``forms of organization that differ intheir size, complexity, and degree of hierarchy''. Organizational profiles specified so as to bein accordance with the procedures of a familiar and important mode of planning. In Figure2.2, the hierarchal structure of organization is being corresponded with four profiles ofplanning namely synoptic, incremental, advocacy and communicative.
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Variable Synoptic
Profile

Incremental
profile

Communicative
profile

Advocacy
profile

Category: hierarchal structure

Reporting lines One line, theorganizationchart is a well-ordered treestructure
Several lines,reducingmanagersreliance onparticularspecialists

No restrictionson thecommunicationlines, and no treestructure
Planner reportsdirectly both toclient and tomanager

Information
asymmetry

Yes, stress onexpertise andanalyticaltechnique
Emphasis onlack ofinformation  foreverybody

Counteractsinformationasymmetries inany direction
Levels outinformationasymmetrybetween clientand planners

Hierarchal structure in top-down planning resembles a synoptic profile. Midgley(2013) correlates the synoptic profile with functional rational (as rationality behind top-down planning) since it use the most cost-effective strategy and directive approach toidentifying problems and specifying goals. With this synoptic profile, top-down planningpoint toward a well-ordered tree structure of organization to ensure the one line reportinglines and expertise and analytical technique being conducted. This synoptic profile in top-down planning is indeed use scientific methods and analytical techniques to ensure theoutcomes of the program. Mohammadi (2010) alerts this kind of ‘outcome-oriented’ planningcommonly puts citizens in the lower levels of participation ladder (Mohammadi, H., 2010).Aside the synoptic profile, the other profiles are also enriching the shape of hierarchalstructures. Various profiles in above table are categorized to illustrate the degree ofhierarchy. Sager (2012) further elaborates incremental profile considers planner less as the‘expert’. As a consequence, the form of hierarchal structure is made to mediate betweendifferent views and interests to reach a solution. The Advocacy profile makes localgovernment less discriminatory by giving voice to marginalized groups whose interest wouldnot otherwise be conveyed to political decision-makers. The efforts to give voice formarginalized groups is attained by creating a fair reporting line, where planner reportdirectly both to client and managers in hierarchal structure. Last, the communicative profilecommanded as a discursive practice that prevents any stakeholder or group from legitimatelyforcing its preferred solutions to collective problems on other groups. Subsequently, there isno restriction on the communication lines on the hierarchal structure of communicative

Table 2.1 The characteristic of hierarchal organization structure corresponding to fourmodes of planning. (Source: Sager, 2001)
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profile. With all of these profiles, top-down planning conclusively is closely-linked with asynoptic profile because it uses functional rationality as the core principle of planning.
2.3.2 Community-based approachAs described before, the characteristic of resettlement project is dependent yetcomplex. This complexity of the case cannot be responded solely by central-government’stop-down planning approach. In the case of resettlement in Sleman regency, the practice ofcommunity-based resettlement is then designed to deal with complexity by involvingcommunity during the resettlement project. Mansuri & Rao (2004) refer the term community-

based to community as the setting for interventions. As setting, the community is primarilydefined geographically and is the location in which interventions are implemented. Thesecommunity-based interventions may also engage community input through advisorycommittees or community coalitions to adapt programs to community characteristics. Theconcept of community-based approach is also utilized in the recovery program forresettlement named Rekompak in Sleman, Indonesia. Secretariat for MDF-JFR (2012)identifies this concept into the resettlement project. It defines this community-based as: “acommunity-based approach places the responsibility for the process of rebuilding, includingthe management of the funds, directly into the hands of household groups in communitiesaffected by the disaster.” Therefore, community-based approach conceptually viewed as asettlement whereas the community holds responsibility and right to actively participate onits development and progress. The point of view on involving community in the process ofrebuilding including managing the funds affect the specific characteristic of this kind ofcommunity-based approach. In this research, it is important to understand the characteristicsand consequences of community-based approach to see how it can influences the top-downplanning used in the resettlement project in Sleman Regency, Indonesia. The followingparagraphs define the community-based approach in term of its characteristics andconsequences in the planning process for resettlement project.
Characteristics of community-based approachCommunity-based approach seeks involve community in the development process.By residents’ active participation in the development process, Sanoff (2000) argue there willbe a better-maintained physical environment, greater public satisfaction and spirit, andsignificant financial savings. The main purposes of participation are as follows: (1) to involvepeople in design decision-making process and, as a result increase their trust and confidence
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in organization; (2) to provide people with in design and decision making in order to improveplans, decisions and service delivery, and to promote a sense of community by bringingpeople together. Cornwall and Gaventa (2011) also argue the involvement in social andcommunity participation has inevitably brought citizen in closer contact with the institutionand process of governance. The range of community participation is characterized by theterm: level of participation. Further, Sanoff carefully point out the participation is contextualand may vary in its level of intensity, extent, and frequency.  The participation might occur as‘genuine’ relates to real participation or ‘pseudo’ relates to artificial participation. The realparticipation gives the substance of empowerment and cooperation through citizen control,delegated power and partnership. Rather involving community actively, the pseudo-participation is applying assistencialism and domestication through placation, consultation,informing, therapy and manipulation.Related with the level of participation, Deshler and Sock (1985) in Selener (1997)propose a framework demonstrate types of participation categorized on the basis of thedegree of control possessed by people (Figure 2.2). The type of participation is also describedin Arnstein’s Ladder of citizen participation (in Voogd & Linden, 2004), whereas the highestlevel of participation namely partnership, delegated power and citizen control provideopportunity for community to discuss and debate a plan. It positioned community as activestakeholders, not as passive beneficiary in the planning process.

Figure 2.2 Type of community participation in development planning. (Source: Selener, 1997)
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The model of community-based in Rekompak covers a shared-responsibility orauthority with government for managing construction and funds. In some extent, this modelrepresents logic that shared-responsibility will encourage community’ sense of ownership.This would be the important issue whether the community’s shared-responsibility incommunity-based resettlement really does giving space for genuine participation to develop,and further can provoke the sense of ownership from community towards the resettlement inSleman’s case.
Consequences of community-based approachThe purposes of participation have been moderately defined to include informationexchange and supplementation of planning and design (Sanoff, 2000). In the top-downplanning, naturally the exchange of information is limited to certain authorities. As describedearlier, community-based approach allows participation to take part in the planning process.This is to say, this kind of community-based approach allow the flow of information to spreaddeliberately not just to the administrative institutions, but also to the community itself. Thereason behind the sharing of knowledge and information is because the community-basedapproach supports the cross-interaction between level and scale. In Cash, et. al. (2006), theinteractions may occur within or across scales, leading to substantial complexity in dynamics.The “cross-level” interactions associated with interactions among levels within ascale, whereas “cross-scale” means interactions across different scales. The urge on pushingthe stream of coordination and cooperation induce the pattern of cross-scale and cross-levelof governance. Shown in Figure 2.3, three variables (single-, multi- and cross-) both in leveland scale are forming variety of interaction within the governance. For example, thecoordination in national – provincial – municipality level forms a hierarchal organization ofmulti-level government. Subsequently, the community-based approach open has opened anaccess for more flexible type of coordination. Specifically, the concept of community-basedresettlement in Sleman regency used through Rekompak program promotes the fluidcoordination and interaction in the planning process.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of cross-level, cross-scale, multi-level and multi scaleinteractions. Source: Cash, et. al.,( 2006)

Figure 2.4 Conceptual model of the thesis. Source: Author.

2.4 Concluding remarks

The conceptual model of this research intended at showing the connection betweenall the presented theoretical concepts. This conceptual model helps to visualizing theinterconnection of concepts in understanding the post-disaster planning in resettlementproject, as well as showing the characteristics and consequences of planning approach toinvestigate the implementation of top-down planning and how community-based approachaffect top-down planning.

Definition of Scale and LevelAs mentioned by Gibson et. al. (2000) inCash et.al. (2006), “scale” seen as thespatial, temporal, quantitative or analyticaldimensions used to measure and study anyphenomenon. “Levels” is referred as theunits of analysis that are located atdifferent positions on a scale.
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The planning process in the post-disaster planning in resettlement project is muchinfluenced by the interaction between top-down planning and community-based approach.This interaction might be contradictory or complementary due to their characteristics andconsequences. As the top-down planning in form of centralized government is still adominant scheme in Indonesia, the presence of community-based approach in resettlementhas indeed brought a valuable influence. Stakeholders including community are expected toinvolved in the process of developing resettlement project, therefore, their way ofcoordination are linked with the practice of top-down and community-based approach. Thisexplains plan are seen as dynamic that can be adapts, shift and evolve.The analysis of this research starts from understanding the strong practice of top-down planning of hierarchal structure of government, through the implementation ofcommunity-based resettlement on disaster recovery program, to the outcome resultedfrom these planning approaches for supporting the planning process.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Qualitative research

3.3 Methods of collecting qualitative data

3.3.1 Secondary data

3.3.2 Primary data

3.3.3 Selection of stakeholders

3.3.4 In-depth Interview
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Chapter overviewThis chapter aims to explain the type of methodology used to gain the data andinformation required to answer the research questions. In order to do further explanation,the research questions are resumed:  the main research questions address the top-downplanning process in resettlement projects during post-disaster recovery, the influences ofcommunity-based approach towards top-down planning in the resettlement project –specifically in the case of Rekompak program in the Sleman Regency, as well as to findwhether there are key factors in the Sleman’s resettlement planning process which can be alessons-learned for further post-disaster planning policy, specifically for Indonesia’s context.To provide answers to those questions, different types of collected data are made through theselection of secondary data, primary data and in-depth interview. This research also putconcern on the value of ethical context within the in-depth interview.
3.1 IntroductionAccording to Newman (1998), research question guides the methods the researcherselect. Khotari (2004) underlines the task of data collection begins after a research problemhas been designed and research design chalked out. The research questions of this paperintended to describe the planning process through a study case of Sleman region. Therefore,the qualitative research method is used in this research since it involves the collection of avariety of empirical cases (see e.g. Newman, 1998; Merriam, 1988). The organization of thefollowing subchapters reflects, in general, the steps of a research investigation.  First, thesecondary data is used to describe the current planning practice. Second, the stakeholderselection defines the source of information related with post-disaster planning. Next, theprimary data is gathered by observation on the affected villages and the new settlements.Last, the in-depth interview is carried out to dig deeper the real situation and to find a clearexplanation on the planning practice for the recovery process.
3.2 Qualitative ResearchThis study uses qualitative method in the analytical process. Qualitative researchmethod is used in this research to find the explanation and real situation that can’t becompletely described by secondary data. As described in CSULB (2013), a qualitativeresearch is aimed at gaining a deep understanding of a specific organization or event, ratherthan surface description of a large sample of a population. Kaczynski et. al. (2014)emphasizes qualitative research is based on a very different frame of meaning construction
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that allows the researcher to explore and better understand social science issues at a deeperlevel. They further define the qualitative inquiry means staying inductively open to theunknown while exploring, seeking to discover a deeper understanding of intricate relationwithin the issue.The form of qualitative design is fluid rather than linear (Patton, 2002; Schram, 2006 inKacznyski et. al., 2014). This flexible emergent design allows researcher to build insights andexplore increasingly deeper understandings – at any stage of the study. This has become anadvantage; in this study, this flexible characteristic of qualitative research allows the authorto examine the relation between aspects and comparing the findings between the secondarydata and primary data.  Whilst, the qualitative research interviews  involve gatheringinformation and facts (Targum, 2011; Weiss, 1994 in Rosetto, 2014), eliciting stories (Birch &Miller, 2000; Romanoff, 2001 in Rosetto, 2014), and learning about meanings, emotions,experiences, and relationships (Weiss, 1994 in Rosetto, 2014) that cannot easily be observed(Baxter & Babbie, 2003 in Rosetto, 2014). With those purposes, interviews are done withinthis research to gather information from the respondents as comprehensive as possible. Theselections of respondents are ranging from officials, academics, donors to villagers. TheFigure 3.1 describes every aspect of method of data-collection complements each otherwithin this research.

Figure 3.1 Building credible evidence from multiple data sources in qualitative research. Source:Kacznyski et. al., 2014. Modified by author.
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To conduct the qualitative research, several stages should be taken as the followings: (1)selection of a site and definition of problems, concepts, and indicators; (2) build a strategy tomove into the research setting; (3) selecting source of information and events to observe; (4)selecting source of information and events to observe; (5) developing relation and trust withparticipants; and (6) final analysis and interpretation (CSULB, 2013). It is best to answer theresearch question of this empirical study with qualitative method since it use multiple datasources including secondary data from desk review of policy, regulation and literature,observation from field research, and transcripts of interviews. The selection of stakeholdersitself is used to analyze the actors to be interviewed.
3.3 Methods of Collecting Qualitative DataIn obtaining a clear idea of the study case, primary and secondary data collection isimportant. In this paper, secondary data is used to build initial information on the planningphenomena of the case, while the primary data is used to verify and give morecomprehensive understanding of the case. Therefore, obtaining the concept used as well asthe planning process and its implementation is regarded as important information. Themethods of collecting qualitative data are described below.
3.3.1 Secondary DataSecondary sources are sources of data that has been collected by others, notspecifically for the research question at hand (Franfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996 inHarris, 2001) The type of sources are varied from published academic research to itemsappearing in the press and other media. Rasmussen et. al. (2006) distinguishes sources intointernal source and external source. Swash (1997) defines internal source as informationwithin the organization with focused and closely aligned to operational requirement. Withinthis study, the internal source is the resettlement plan of Rekompak program, regulationabout the resettlement, authorized map of disaster prone area of Sleman and the informationon the task and coordination between institutions of government on the project. The maingovernment institutions involve in Rekompak for recovery process are Ministry for NationalDevelopment Planning, Ministry of Public Works, Regional Development Planning Agency(Bappeda Province), Regional Disaster Management Board of Yogyakarta Province, RegionalDevelopment Planning Agency of Sleman Regency, Regional Disaster Management Board ofSleman Regency.
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In addition, the external source is information that is outside the organization andtypically contained in publication. In this study, the external sources are excerpted fromvaried sources as expert assessment, archive from NGOs that related to the resettlementproject, and previous studies of the current issues. Hence, these forms of secondary data areused to support the preliminary findings. Further, it is being interpolated with primary data.
3.3.2 Primary DataThe primary data are those which are collected afresh and for the first time, and thushappen to be original in character (Khotari, 2004). He further explains there are severalmethods of collecting primary data including:  (i) observation method; (ii) interview method;(iii) through questionnaires; (iv)through schedules; and (v) depth interview. In this study, thein-depth interview is the most suitable method to be done.  Due to the complexity of the caseand various backgrounds of stakeholders involved, in-depth interview can bring detailinformation and sometime new information that cannot exposed by the secondary data. Theinterview is guided with thematic questions relating with conducting the post-disasterrecovery, the role of stakeholders and its coordination, the condition of the residents, theplanning policy that regulates the process as well as the strengths and weaknesses of therecovery program. It is formulated in a semi-structured form that allows open answers.These thematic questions lead to next findings in order to drawn a conclusion.
3.3.3 Selection of stakeholdersIn this research, selection of stakeholders is a compulsory step to identify relevantstakeholders to be interviewed. Stakeholders stand for ‘individuals, groups, andorganizations that have an interest/stake and the potential to influence the actions and aimsof an organization, project or policy direction’ (Brugha & Varvasovszzky, 2000 in Mehrizi et.al., 2009). In step for selecting stakeholder involves identifying the relevant stakeholdersinvolved in specific situations, whereas the practice of stakeholder in the organization isconcerned with incorporating the interests and anticipated responses of these stakeholdersinto the decision-making process of the organization at the center of the situation (Freeman,1991 in Jones & Flemming, 2003). Hence, the relevant stakeholders that largely influence thedecision-making is government institution in central, provincial and local also academicswith range expertise related with disaster management and community development, theinternational NGO’s as the main sources for funding and local NGO’s as the activeorganization for empowering community. Villagers are the target-group of the recovery
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process; whereas they are people who experience the disaster event and undergo the stagesof relocation, rehabilitation and reconstruction on the recovery process.Herewith is the list of stakeholders that is being interviewed to share the informationand views on post-disaster recovery.
Stakeholders/Experts in the Recovery Process

of Merapi Eruption In Sleman
No. Government Roles
1 Rekompak (Community-based SettlementRehabilitation and Reconstruction Project) Project-executants
2 Bappenas/Ministry of National DevelopmentPlanning Central Government
3 Bappeda Provinsi Yogyakarta (provincialdevelopment planning agency) Local Government atprovincial level
4 Bappeda Kabupaten Sleman(municipality development planning agency) Local Government atMunicipality Level
5 BPBD Province Regional Disaster Management Board atprovincial level
6 BPBD Sleman Regional Disaster Management Board atregency

Experts
7 Kyoto University University
8 Universitas Gadjah Mada University
9 Institut Teknologi Bandung University

Villagers
10 Villagers who participate the resettlements Residents
11 Villager who don’t participate the resettlement Residents

NGO’s
12 International NGO Donors and actor
13 Local NGO Donors and actor

The respondents give explanation, views, and information based on their specific role,experience and expertise.  The answers then being compared to see a situation from differentperspective, and analyzed with the secondary data.
3.3.4 In-depth InterviewExploring at its characteristic, qualitative research acknowledge in-depth interview asone the methods of data collection. It aims to achieve breadth of coverage across key issues,and depth coverage within each. (Legard, Keegan & Ward, 2003). These aims are grasped byits key-characteristics of in-depth interviews: open-ended questions, semi-structured format,seek understanding and interpretation and recording responses (Guion, Diehl and McDonald,2011). Furthermore, they underline that the type of open-ended and discovery-oriented

Table 3.1 Stakeholders of the recovery process. Source: Author
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method allows the interviewer to deeply explore the respondent’s perspective then providerich background information.As the stakeholders are enlisted, the interviews are conducted with consideration thatqualitative research interviewers are more equal partners in an inter-subjective storytellingexperience (Haynes, 2006; Weiss, 1994 in Rossetto, 2014) and participate in the ‘‘jointconstruction of meaning’’ (Gubrium & Holstein, 2002 in Rossetto, 2014). This position has itsown advantage as such it reproduce a essential process through which knowledge about thesocial world is constructed within a conversation with a purpose (Rorty, 1980 in  Legard, et.al., 2003).While conducting the in-depth interview, several ethics in research norms need to bepointed out. Vanclay, Baines and Taylor (2013) underline several principles for ethical socialresearch as followings: respect for participants; informed consent; specific permissionrequired for audio- or video- researchers should be cognizant of what is recording; voluntaryparticipation and no coercion; participants have the right to withdraw; full disclosure offunding sources; no harm to participants; avoidance of undue intrusion; no use of deception;presumption and preservation of anonymity; right to check and modify a transcript;confidentiality of personal matters; data protection; enabling participation; ethicalgovernance; grievance procedure; appropriateness of research methodology; and fullreporting of methods. This research ethic guides the sequences of in-depth interview for thispaper.
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Chapter overviewIn accordance with the thesis structure, this chapter the research result to explain theresettlement plan in Sleman’s case. This explanation is firstly presented by elaborating thehierarchal government structure in Indonesia to understand the strong practice of top downplanning in Indonesia. Next the resettlement plan extracted from the research result ispresented through three subchapters: practice of top-down planning, planning process andcommunity-based implementation and the role of stakeholders through Rekompak program.This structure of details enfolds the analysis of the findings.
4.1 IntroductionThis chapter presents the findings or research results after desk review with primaryand secondary sources are being completed and after the interviews with stakeholdersrelated with post-disaster planning are being conducted. This section is to present anelaboration on the practice of the current planning practice constructed and organized interm of resolving the issue of rebuilding area after the disaster.This research results are based on an analysis of the transcripts of the interviews that areconducted for the purpose of this study. Aside from transcripts, the description is also basedon participant observations, document analysis and the literature study, documents andregulations.
4.2 The hierarchal government structure in Indonesia

Planning system in IndonesiaSanyal (2005) suggest that the way of doing planning in a nation can changes andevolves with political-economic changes, sometimes becoming more democratic  andparticipatory but at other times changing in opposite direction. It is affected not only bypolitical changes but also by other changes, such as technological innovations, demographicshifts, and the emergence of new problems or sudden deterioration of any existing problems.Due to the long history of strong feudalism of Javanese’s culture as the dominant ethnic groupand the Dutch’s influences through colonialism, Indonesia’s planning system is fundamentallyformed in the direction as commanded from above and supported by association (seeCowherd, 2002 in Sanyal, 2005). Adding up, the Yogyakarta province itself comes from twotraditional kingdoms, which have pledged alliance to the Republic of Indonesia since 1945.Although it joined up with Indonesia, the monarchical system existed through special law ofYogyakarta that set the appointment of Sultan, its traditional ruler, as the governor of the
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Figure 4.1 National priorities in National Development Planning of Year 2010 – 2014. Source: Bappenas,2013.

province (Harsono, 2011). Although the government is gradually shifted from centralizationto decentralization, the top-down planning is the foundation of Indonesia’s planning system.The Indonesia system of governmental is a hierarchal system with different levels ofadministrations (central, province, municipality/regency). The central government designs 3types of national development plans. These national plans are: Long-term DevelopmentPlan/RPJPN for Year 2005 - 2025, Mid-term Development Plan/RPJMN which constructed inevery 5 years, and Annual Working Plan/RKP. In Mid-term Development Plan Year 2010 -2014, theme “Environment and Disaster Management” is selected as one the 11 nationalpriorities (see Figure 4.1).

Regulatory and Institutional framework are built to manage the disaster eventincluding disaster reduction and disaster mitigation.

Figure 4.2 Regulatory frameworks on disaster management. Source: Bappenas, 2008.
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From the previous figure, the highest law for disaster management is Law No 24 year2007. The Law of disaster management emphasizes on the shifted paradigms on disasterplanning including the changing act from responsive to preventive, sectoral to multilateral,centralization to decentralization, emergency to disaster risk management, and governmentinitiatives to common responsibilities. Related to this Law, there are several regulationswhich attached to disaster management including the regulation for disaster managementoperations, funding and management of disaster assistance, participation of internationalinstitutions and foreign non-government institution in disaster management, national, andpresidential regulation. Whilst, the institutional reform on disaster management is capturedthrough the establishment of BNPB, establishment of  BPBD in a number of  provincial anddistrict, establishment on National Platform on Disaster Risk Reduction and establishment ofMitigation Forum (Bappenas, 2013). These changing paradigms incite the morecomprehensive regulatory frameworks for disaster management throughout Indonesia’splanning system. It also promotes a multi-stakeholders involvement in disaster risk reductionand disaster management.
Rehabilitation and reconstruction plans in Sleman Regency, YogyakartaThe national policy and planning for disaster management is legitimately designed tobe implemented in the provinces. In the recovery process in Yogyakarta, numerous plans arecreated to support these comprehensive regulatory frameworks to a concreteimplementation in their regencies – including Sleman regency.  The plans for rehabilitationand reconstruction in Yogyakarta are inscribed in the followings: (1) Action Plan forRehabilitation and Reconstruction after Merapi’s Eruption: Yogyakarta and Central JavaProvinces; (2) Map of disaster-prone area of Merapi eruption; (3) Rekompak program forresettlement project.The first plan for rehabilitation and reconstruction for Yogyakarta is written on the‘Action Plan for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction after Merapi’s Eruption: Yogyakarta andCentral Java Provinces’. These following aspects are being prioritized on the Action Plan: (a)land use planning as the basis for deciding the safe location for housing; (b) the settlementdesign use disaster reduction approach; (c) infrastructure plan related with disastermanagement; (d) government’s aid scheme related with the location and level of house’destruction; (e) recovery scheme related with people’s economy; (f) mechanism on thefunding coordination and implementation on the Action Plan (Bappenas & BNPB, 2011).
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Second plan is the ‘map of disaster-prone area of Merapi eruption’. The map isplanned by central and provincial governments (Ministry of Public Works, National Board forDisaster Management, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Ministry of NationalDevelopment Planning, Ministry of Forestry, Governor of Yogyakarta and Governor of CentralJava) in coordination with professionals and local government (Bappenas & BNPB, 2011).The Action Plan for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction after Merapi’s eruption and the Mapsof disaster-prone areas in Merapi are become the guidelines for the post-disaster recoveryprocess.The below picture is the map of Merapi’s disaster prone-area in Sleman regency.  Thebuffer zones for Merapi’s disaster-prone area in Sleman regency indicates low-risk pronearea (KRB I), medium-risk prone area (KRB II), and high-risk prone area (KRB III). Accordingto the Action Plan, the buffer zone is delineated based on the calculated-model of pyroclasticflow from the peak of Merapi to downslope.
Figure 4.3. Map of Merapi’s disaster-prone area in Sleman regency. Map with high-resolution isattached on the appendix.  Source: BNPB, 2011.
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In Bappenas & BNPB (2011), the resettlement should follow certain criteria as: (a)located in a safe area, outside the KRB III; (b) located in the area with maximum tilt of 30%;(c) located outside the agriculture area; (d) located in the same district as the origin house, inorder to maintain community’s social-economic condition. In these criteria, people areexpected to live in a safer environment without having to experience drastic changes of theirsocial-economic condition.The third plan is the Rekompak program for resettlement project. Rekompak(Community-based Settlement Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Project) is a governmentalproject and funded by the international donors and State’s Budget. Initially, it was created asa response to the Tsunami Aceh occurred on 26 December 2004. As the project is proven tobe well-executed, Rekompak continue its expertise in prone areas in provinces of Yogyakartaand Central Java. In 2011, Rekompak started to work on housing project as as part of therecovery process after the Merapi eruption in 2010 (Bappenas & BNPB, 2011). Thediscussion about planning through Rekompak program is described in the next subchapter.
Rekompak plans in Sleman Regency, YogyakartaAs mentioned in the previous subchapter, Rekompak program is one of the leadingplans for disaster recovery in Yogyakarta and Central Java. It is expected that Rekompak canfoster a community whom later can develop their neighbourhood and environment withqualified infrastructure in accordance with mitigation strategy (Rekompak–JRF & RekompakMerapi, 2011).In the case of resettlement project in Sleman, Rekompak are working with 7 assisted-villages in Sleman regency as the followings: (1) Glagaharjo, (2) Kepuharjo, (3) Umbulharjo,(4) Wukirsari, (5) Argomulyo, (6) Sindumartani, dan (7) Sendangagung.  These 7 villages arelocated on the Disaster-prone Areas/Kawasan Rawan Bencana (KRB).  After the 3 years ofcompletion, there are 2,040 permanent houses built through Rekompak assistance. On table4.1, the percentage of house built is approximately 70 percents of the target. It means morethan two third of the residents are being relocated to the Huntap.Generally, Rekompak program is carried out by planners, consultants, and governmentalofficials. Together they do the planning for resettlement by doing survey and assessmentsduring the early recovery process. Respondent from Regional Disaster Management Board(BPBD) of Sleman Regency explains Rekompak’s rehabilitation and reconstruction plan is
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created by prior assessment on the damage and loss and human recovery needs. After thisseries of assessment, list of planned houses are made for targeted households.

4.3 The resettlement planThe resettlement plan can be different or incoherent with the blue print initiallyplanned. During the process, the works might face obstacle and challenges. In (Oliver-Smith,1991), the whole process of resettlement is much more complex than is seen in the approachemployed by many reconstruction authorities after disasters. The consequences ofresettlement itself may even be more overwhelming than the impact of the disaster. This longprocess of carrying out the resettlement project also occurs in the resettlement case inSleman Regency.In this part, planning process on the resettlement project is explained throughdiscussions on: (1) practice of top-down planning; (2) planning process and community-based implementation; and (3) role of stakeholders through Rekompak program.
4.3.1 Practice of top-down planningIn the general context of resettlement plan for Merapi’s affected region, Slemanregency as the most-affected area has receives major assistance from central government.Moreover, as mentioned on the conceptual model in previous chapter, the emergency

Permanent houses in Sleman Regency

No Village/ subdistrict Target/ planned houses1 Kepuharjo 8222 Glagaharjo 8183 Umbulharjo 3154 Argomulyo 4845 Wukirsari 3946 Sindumartani 687 Sendangagung 23
TotalTarget of houses/total affected houses 2,924Houses built by Rekompak 2,040Percentage of house built 69.77%

Table 4.1 Permanent houses in Sleman Regency. Source: Rekompak, 2014, modified by Author.
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situation after the disaster made people really dependent on the external assistance. Though,the main issue here is the early planning for resettlement could not be done without theintervention from central government, as the institution with highest authority or power andalso with the most available resources. In addition, strong top-down planning has a highinfluence on this resettlement project during the recovery process.The list central governments whom handling resettlement plan in Merapi’s 2010eruption:
 Ministry of Public Works
 National Board for Disaster Management
 Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources
 Ministry of National Development Planning/Bappenas
 Ministry of Forestry

Although the above ministries have the common concern on providing a saferenvironment for affected community, the planning process on agreeing the kind ofresettlement includes negotiation succession. Each ministry or governmental institution hasits own domain and authority or officially called as the ‘main function’. This ‘main function’set clear rules for each ministry on doing its works as well as create an obvious task divisionto avoid an overlap. For example, Ministry for National Development Planning is responsiblefor guiding the macro plan of development for entire regions in Indonesia; due to this mainfunction, Ministry for National Development Plan is so powerful on designing a macrodevelopment plan in coordination with all the line ministries in Indonesia, yet it is prohibitedon creating development plan in micro scale or doing coordination directly with municipalitywithout involving the provincial government. Thus, the ‘main function’ is also limited theflexibility for ministries to answer a more complex issues as such in resettlement plan. Itillustrates the power owned by central government to give directives to the loweradministrative institutions is also bounded by the function it posses. The form of theseministries in resettlement plan can be characterized as top-down planning process withhierarchal structure with one-systematic reporting line of synoptic profile (characteristic andconsequences of top-down planning – see Theoretical Framework Chapter).In general, the hierarchal structure in Indonesia is therefore shaped by thesecharacteristic of top-down planning. This hierarchal structure reflects directly on thecomposition of three-layer institution (central, provincial and municipality/regency) and thebreak-down of three-development plans within Indonesia’s planning system. Figure 4.4
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shows this type of hierarchal structure of government related with the development plan.Specifically in resettlement plan for disaster recovery, the practice of top-down planningepitomized by the centralized policy of plans for post-disaster recovery in Sleman namely theaction plan for rehabilitation and reconstruction after Merapi’s eruption: Yogyakarta andCentral Java Provinces, map of disaster-prone area of Merapi eruption, and even the initiationof Rekompak program. Interestingly, the shifted paradigms on disaster management tobecome more preventive, multilateral, decentralization, disaster risk management, commonresponsibilities, has driven the concept of community-based approach to be applied withinthe Rekompak (Community-based Settlement and Community Rehabilitation andReconstruction) program.

These centralized policies for post-disaster recovery capture a vision of ‘build backsafer’, although the ‘buld back better’ term is more commonly used. Hence, Bappenas as thepart of central government sees a concept of post-disaster recovery as a mean to achieve“Build Back Safer”. It means the concept of post-disaster recovery is to build a communitywith a safer environment and condition. The new living of community in the resettlementshould be better and safer than the condition before the disaster (National DevelopmentPlanning Agency, 2014). In addition, Regional Disaster Management Board (BPBD) ofYogyakarta Province (2014) describes the aims for rehabilitation and reconstruction

Figure 4.4 Hierarchal structure of government in regard with development plan. Source: Bappenas,2013, modified by Author.
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program is to rehabilitate and reconstruct community after the disaster; not just rebuildinfrastructure or housing, The phrase “Build Back Safer” might be a preferable tagline to“Build Back Better” because the word “better” has multiple interpretation, whereas  safer’provides a clearer vision on which to focus for post-disaster settlement and environment(Kennedy, et. al., 2008). With this vision, the Government of Indonesia emphasized on thedevelopment of settlement to create a safer environment for the local people.In regard to create a safer environment, the centralized government enacted multi-sector recovery to be developed in post-disaster recovery. Respondent from NationalDevelopment Planning Agency (2014) and Regional Disaster Management Board (BPBD) ofYogyakarta Province (2014) state central government develops 5 sectors in the post-disasterrecovery which is the housing, infrastructure, economic production, social, across sectors.The government have two pattern of rehabilitation and reconstruction program: (1) the ‘one-step resettlement’ for post-earthquake event or resettlement without temporary shelter. It isapplicable if the original land was still available and the building was still mapped. It can bedirectly reconstructed on the original area or used the previous (reused) building materials;(2) the ‘two-steps resettlement’ for post-earthquake event or resettlement with temporaryshelter. It is applicable if the original place was dismissed: land, house, and other concretesare missing with no trace. In this condition, relocation or resettlement is carried out.  In thecase of Merapi, it uses the ‘two-steps resettlement’. The sequence of shelters for the affectedhouseholds is: barracks – huntara – huntap. Temporary house (huntara) is needed as thetransition to the permanent housing. The following pictures describe the specification of thehuntara.
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The huntara have a simple specification: the building size is 36 m² on 100 m² land, anindividual house made from bamboo and able to stand for 2 years, equipped with electricityand water, and standard budget of maximum 7 million rupiahs (equivalent to 650 euros) tokeep a fair competition between donors (Respondent of Regional Disaster ManagementBoard of Yogyakarta Province, 2014). The huntara is initially made simple since it is used as atransition phase, until huntap is completely built. However, the transition phase might take alonger time. Villager from Kuwang, Yogyakarta (2014) discloses that she and fellow residentshave to stay about 2 years at huntara before they can move to huntap. During their stay inhuntara, the residents received assistance on the daily needs, food and medicine fromgovernment and NGO’s. She describes it was easy for residents to request a list of necessitiessince the local government will provide it immediately. The problem that appeared is that theassistance of these daily needs was overloaded on the storage room, until most of them areexpired. They were unable to report the problem deliberately to the government on manyissues including this problem. It implies, although the government run its formal function togive assistance to the community during the recovery, the rigid government’s hierarchalstructure of top-down planning creates a gap between authority and community. This top-down planning might be effective on providing a quick assistance but often incapable onrunning a reciprocal interaction or coordination.

Figure 4.5 from left clockwise:  the design plan for huntara/temporary house; the alternative design;the neighbourhood site plan; the huntara in Kuang Village.  Source: Ikaputra, 2011.
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The second step on ‘two-step resettlement’ is huntap. It is more complex and provento be a critical phase on the resettlement project. From the previous Table 4.1, approximately70% villagers are relocated under the resettlement plan by government; the 30% other arestill live in disaster-prone area.  Several protest signs were put by some villagers whom resistfor being relocated (Figure 4.7).  The reason for this refusal is mostly caused by the economicreason. Regional Disaster Management Board (BPBD) of Yogyakarta Province (2014) arguespeople do not want to be relocated because they are afraid on getting lesser income in thenew place. Villagers from Sleman also criticize different treatment may occur on some ofhuntap due to unequal distribution on financial aid from the donor. Some houses are fullyfurnished, while others not. It made jealousy emerge between residents.

Figure 4.6 Modest library in the huntara is made from bamboo. Source: Author, 2014.

Figure 4.7 Protest sign towards the relocation from Kalitengah’s residents in Sleman (leftt). Protest signcontent reasons why the local residents reluctant to move to huntap (right). Source: National Board forDisaster Management, 2013
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On top of that, the majority of the affected community are eventually being relocatedin safer area in the new settlement in Sleman Regency.  This is not mainly generated by top-down planning practice due to the implementation of Rekompak program in Sleman regency.This program promotes the community-based approach in which involving villagers toactively participate in the planning process for creating a genuine community-basedresettlement. The implementation of community-based approach through Rekompakprogram and how it influences the dominant top-down planning in the resettlement projectare discussed in the next section.
4.3.2 Planning process and community-based implementationHow was community-based approach incorporated in the process of establishing theplans for resettlement? What kind of influences generate to the practice of top-downplanning in post-disaster recovery in Sleman? Perspective of stakeholders related to the issuebased on the interviews is elaborated in this section.
Community’s participation in resettlement plansAs mentioned on the theoretical framework, Rekompak program views community-based approach is being implemented by placing responsibility for the process of rebuilding,including the management of the funds, directly into the hands of household groups incommunities affected by the disaster. On its implementation, several questions how thecommunity can be involved to actively participate in planning process are asked to thestakeholders – mainly the planners.According to a planner in Ministry of National Development Planning/Bappenas, thefoundations for resettlement plan are Action Plan for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction afterMerapi’s Eruption: Yogyakarta and Central Java Provinces (Renaksi) and map of disaster-prone area of Merapi eruption. This master plan is created by involving experts, lineministries, and three-layer government institution. Academic from UGM confirms thisstatement by saying the concept on community-based resettlement with empowermentprogram is proposed by the academics, and they are openly invited to discuss the mostpossible scenario for master plan. The master plan contains general information on safe zone,required specification for settlement, available budget, and targets. From this phase,Rekompak with local government involve local community to actively participate on thedetails of relocation, site-plan, and resettlement management. He further explains the firststep on achieving community participation in the planning process is by involving them in
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voluntary relocation. Planner from Regional Disaster Management Board also sees thepotential things from the community which posses the communal spirit. The communitychoose the location, enlist the things they need in doing the relocation, and form a group ofcommunity to be relocated, and so on. The government then respond to their initiative onrelocation. Planners from Rekompak explain that along with related community and localgovernment, they check the location to verify whether it is suitable for settlement and locatedin the safe zone.Next to the voluntary relocation, consultation between community and Rekompak aredone to reach agreement upon the site-plan. Planner from Regional Disaster ManagementBoard utters the government merely support the land, basic infrastructure, cattle farm, dailyneeds, and financial aids, while community are being fully involved in the site-plan making inresettlement. Planner from Regional Development Planning Agency in provincial level uttersthey participate on monitoring programs related with community assistance, without goingdeeper on the field implementation. Local NGO’s also mentions one of their prime tasks isgiving community assistance on making their own problem mapping and alternative solution,including on discussing the site plan. Concomitantly, international NGOs describes they arealso involved working together with Rekompak in assisting community to make the site planand manage the resettlement. He argues the funding from NGOs is only act as stimulant totrigger villagers to independently build the house and the environmentThe critical stage on community participation is on the resettlement management.Here, in this stage, people are managing the reconstruction process guided by Rekompak andgovernment and helped by NGOs. Villagers in Wukirsari (Yogyakarta) explain ConstructionCommittee is established within this stage to manage the resettlement construction. It isestablished by the guidance of Rekompak. Villagers are part of the Construction Committee(Panitia Pembangunan), where they can join the process from planning, reporting, toimplementing the program. They are involved deeply in the program that includes theprocurement of water facilities, information facilities, etc. The villagers started it with makingthe plan, report, and then the implementation. According to them, Rekompak served as thefacilitator, they guided the villagers for all the process. The Construction Committee served asthe coordinator for building the facilities, including the disaster mitigation signage. Othervillager in Umbulharjo (Yogyakarta) also describes the excitement she found whenparticipating on the program as the treasurer of houses construction in her local group. Shedeals with the cash-flow for building the houses; the money transferred by Rekompak, andthe spending was managed by the group itself for buying materials, paying the builders, etc.
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She explains Rekompak was giving the assistance by supervising the detail of each work.Furthermore, the resettlement plan is regarded as a plan that applies concrete community-based approach, because villagers are welcome to actively participate and hold shared-responsibility in the planning process according to their skills, ability and interest (villagersand Rekompak, 2014) and all the stakeholders are involved in accordance with their capacity(planners from government institutions and NGOs).However, there’s some difficulty felt by other villagers. Respondent from Kuwang(2014) describes this form of community participation might add more burden for peoplewhom already being burdened by the disaster. She finds it is difficult for villagers along withcommunity leaders to solve many problems mainly by themselves on the resettlementmanagement. In this situation, it is obvious the characteristic of dependent and complexoccur on the resettlement project. In situation after the disaster, it is reasonable that peoplewho lost relatives or houses feel vulnerable and be dependent to the external assistance. Thechallenging part on this planning process is that planners and decision-makers have toconvince villagers the importance of the villagers’ participation towards the development ofthe resettlement, and at the same time provide different kind of requisite assistances for thecommunity to be able to regain to their normal condition.

From the interviews with related stakeholders, the community participation areacknowledged in the planning process in form of voluntary relocation, shared-responsibilityon site-plan and resettlement management as well as financial management, establishment of
Figure 4.8 The form of community’s participation in the community-based resettlement in Sleman.Source: Author.
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She explains Rekompak was giving the assistance by supervising the detail of each work.Furthermore, the resettlement plan is regarded as a plan that applies concrete community-based approach, because villagers are welcome to actively participate and hold shared-responsibility in the planning process according to their skills, ability and interest (villagersand Rekompak, 2014) and all the stakeholders are involved in accordance with their capacity(planners from government institutions and NGOs).However, there’s some difficulty felt by other villagers. Respondent from Kuwang(2014) describes this form of community participation might add more burden for peoplewhom already being burdened by the disaster. She finds it is difficult for villagers along withcommunity leaders to solve many problems mainly by themselves on the resettlementmanagement. In this situation, it is obvious the characteristic of dependent and complexoccur on the resettlement project. In situation after the disaster, it is reasonable that peoplewho lost relatives or houses feel vulnerable and be dependent to the external assistance. Thechallenging part on this planning process is that planners and decision-makers have toconvince villagers the importance of the villagers’ participation towards the development ofthe resettlement, and at the same time provide different kind of requisite assistances for thecommunity to be able to regain to their normal condition.

From the interviews with related stakeholders, the community participation areacknowledged in the planning process in form of voluntary relocation, shared-responsibilityon site-plan and resettlement management as well as financial management, establishment of
Figure 4.8 The form of community’s participation in the community-based resettlement in Sleman.Source: Author.
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construction committee, and cooperation with other stakeholders (see Figure 4.8). Thecommunity participation is incorporated in the process of establishing the plans forresettlement, mostly in the final plan of recovery. This phenomenon does happen in manyother cases, Bakema (2009) highlights people criticize the fact they were merely involved infinal plan of recovery of Christchurch although they are eager to participate more in planningand become part of the journey towards recovery of their city. Whilst, in this case, people inSleman are given lot of authority to decide their own resettlement once the master plan anddisaster map were already established. This community participation resembles apartnership-type of participation, because it emphasizes on the cooperation and shared-responsibility or authority in the planning process while the government holds significancepower and gives final decision for the resettlement plan.
Coordination line in the planning processThe conceptual model of this thesis expresses top-down planning is closely-linkedwith functionality and power-related that resulted in synoptic hierarchal structure.Nevertheless, the community-based approach in the case of resettlement in Sleman affectsthe way of its planning process. The apparent influence of this community-based approachoccurs on the coordination line of stakeholders.  The prior figure 4.4 of hierarchal structure ofgovernment illustrates the coordination line is limited by its function and it contains a stiffbureaucratic procedure.  Nevertheless, the community-based approach through Rekompakprogram allows a more flexible coordination and information can be more fluentlydistributed among stakeholders. Figure 4.9 depicts community-based approach, throughrekompak, infuses a more dynamic interaction in the coordination line. The formalcoordination emerges between government (central, provincial, and local) with experts informulating the action plan for rehabilitation and reconstruction and map of disaster-pronearea of Merapi eruption and other minor plans. The international donors act as the mainfunding resources for the program and it has to be coordinate with central government. Inregard with the local level, local NGO’s give assistance to villagers under the permission oflocal government. At this point, villagers receive information from local government, NGO’s,and academics. By taking part in the resettlement plan, Rekompak with community-basedapproach supports a more fluent coordination because it acts as a hub for all relatedstakeholders.
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The interviewee from Regional Development Planning Agency of Yogyakarta Provinceunderlines that all coordination is centered to Rekompak and each step by Rekompak isunder coordination with Bappeda, BPBD, and the Regent, regional/local governmental levelagencies, and so on. Although Rekompak doing coordination with all layers of governmentsand communicate with academics and villagers, it doesn’t have a task to coordinate withNGO’s. In spite of this condition, Rekompak is doing the coordination informally with NGO’sin some situations. Local NGOs express this informal coordination helps them on running thecommunity-based activities since they can avoid the overlapping activities. Rekompak (2014)states the informal coordination happens when they are having overlap activities in the samelocations. The basic different is that Rekompak will comprehensively manage the areas whilethe NGO’s generally only take sample of areas. Rekompak support all affected villages; whilstsome NGO’s only support certain villages based on their own targets. Hence, both formal andinformal coordination are enriching the interaction between stakeholders in formulating andimplementing the resettlement plan.

Figure 4.9 The web ofcoordination showing Rekompakprogram act as a hub for allstakeholders in resettlement plan,and community-based approach ofRekompak support a more fluentcoordination
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This relates to a multi-level and cross-scale of interaction in planning process(based on the schematic illustration of Cash, et. al., 2006).

Things have to be flexible to allow for changes in different situation during therecovery. This cross-scale and multi level of interaction allows ideas to be shared betweenstakeholders and changes to happen along the recovery process.
4.3.3 Role of stakeholders through Rekompak program

This section investigates the role of different stakeholders in the recovery process ofSleman. Many respondents indicate they can contribute to recovery process throughRekompak program although there are some drawbacks on its implementation. Thus, the roleof actors with different function is presented first. Subsequent to the role, the drawbacks thatappear when they are trying do their role for recovery.
Different role, different contributionThe scope of Rekompak’s objective is to increase the ability of communities to restoreadequate living conditions after the disaster, by organizing settlements. In regard with thisobjective, each stakeholder plays a role to contribute to the recovery process and develop thecommunity capacity by coordinating with Rekompak program.Planner from National Development Planning Agency (2014) argues the governmentindeed needs to involve various stakeholders to handle this comprehensive-sector recovery.The leading agency for post-disaster recovery process in the central government is  BNPB(National Board for Disaster Management). Under the authority of BNPB, Regional DisasterManagement Board of Yogyakarta Province and Sleman Regency are working together tocoordinate with NGO’s, Rekompak and community. As mentioned before on previoussubchapter, government engages technocrats to discuss the plans for rehabilitation andreconstruction in Yogyakarta (action plan for rehabilitation and reconstruction, map ofdisaster-prone area of Merapi eruption, and Rekompak program). The technocrats areinitially involved on designing the type of project that suitable with the condition in Merapi

Figure 4.10 multi-level and cross-scale of interaction. Source: Cash, et. al., 2006.
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region. Researcher from Gadjah Mada University (UGM) states the university team proposedtwo steps (transitional and permanent shelters) for disaster reconstruction. With theirexpertise, they are asked for consultation by government. Therefore, their inputs haveimmense influence to government’s policy and decision-making. This idea is being appliedthrough Rekompak program.The roles of provincial and local government are also ranging from monitoring,coordinating, evaluating, to executing the activities. The interviewee from Regional DisasterManagement Board (BPBD) of Yogyakarta Province explains Rekompak is part of thegovernment. BPBD see Rekompak as their partner in the settlement and infrastructureprogram. The different between the BPPD and Rekompak program is that BPBD focuses onthe coordinating stakeholders on the local level, while Rekompak focuses on implementingthe project by involving various stakeholders. Regional Development Planning Agency(Bappeda Province) of Yogyakarta also work by reporting to central government andmonitoring the recovery progress. At the regency level, governments also have differen role.Respondent of Regional Disaster Management Board (BPBD) of Sleman regency explains thatthey carried out the land acquisition by coordinating with village officials, provincial level toMinistry of Home Affair. Planner from Regional Development Planning Agency of SlemanRegency describes the important role for them correlating with recovery process is budgetingplanning. They support Rekompak whom organizing the settlement by planning a budgetprogram for infrastructure or roads, electricity, water, drainage, waste/sanitation system inthe huntap. The Regional Development Planning Agency would receive Rekompak’s progressreport on monthly, quarterly, and annual basis.Different with government’s role, NGO’s contribute to the recovery process with aconsideration that each activity is a location-based. The interviewee from World Bankexplains they is in charge in distributing the funding from the donors and ensure that thefunding is properly delivered. Their program for villagers is the capacity building —incorporated with the governments and the universities. In the field, they deal withcommunity empowerment by understanding the potential resources of local community tomake a living. The NGO’s aware that people are not certain that they can have better or atleast the same living condition in the new location. As a response to this, NGO’s createprogram to see the potential resources of the people, and help them to make it able to be usedon the new settlement. For instance, the NGO’s providing cattle farm in the newneighborhood.  World Bank also delivers information to people that it is not safe to stay in thedisaster prone area. They are building the critical thinking of the people. This persuasive
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approach of educating is done together with the governments, NGOs, and facilitators. Onimplementing the resettlement, World Bank also working together with Rekompak in askingthe community to make the site plan, planning the constructions management, and makingcommunity-based building. He argues the funding is only a stimulant that helps people helpthemselves by communally build the settlement and the environment.Villagers are not passive actor in the recovery process of Sleman. Although they arethe ones who suffer the most from the disaster, many villagers also participate throughRekompak program. Villager’s roles are different each other according to their positions andparticipation within the community. The respondent of National Development Planningacknowledges the community leaders have a significant role on the recovery process. Thecommunity leaders usually drive the community groups to bring up the voices of grassrootslevel. The major community groups including Karang Taruna/village-youth organization,Village Board, to Construction Committee and also in community radio named ‘SaluranKomunikasi Bersama’ or Public Communication Channel are initiated in Sleman (Wukir Sarivillager, 2014). Some of respondents point out the Construction Committee is the medium forthem to have valuable role to the resettlement plan in the recovery.
Obstacle in doing the rolesThe division of roles doesn’t guarantee the smooth coordination. Most often the obstaclecame from stakeholder’s scepticism toward other stakeholder’s role. Respondent ofinternational NGO’s (2014) admits there is still a lack of trust from some NGO’s togovernment. On the early disaster recovery, some NGO’s give assistance to villagers withoutasking permission from government. They did this because they assume by skippingbureaucracy procedures, they can deliver the assistance directly to villagers immediately.This goodwill of some NGO’s apparently became a blunder and a mistake because whathappens next is a chaotic situation. The financial aid was not well-distributed, some areareceive more assistance while other receive less. Rekompak (2014) also mentions theexample when some NGO’s build temporary shelter in area that considered as hazardousbecause they didn’t coordinate nor did consultation first with government or Rekompak.Aside from the trust issue from some NGO’s, Rekompak (MDF-JFR Secretariat, 2012)acknowledges there were some who had serious doubts that this approach would work.Never before had such large amounts of money been entrusted to beneficiaries, and manywondered if it was prudent to do so, especially when communities had been decimated bynatural disasters. Nevertheless, Rekompak affirm this community-based approach should beapplied to develop a strong community in a long-term.
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4.4 Concluding RemarksThe Indonesia system of governmental is a hierarchal system which founded by top-down planning. Though, the planning system is gradually shifted from centralization todecentralization. This top-down planning also still applied in the resettlement plan. Sincecommunity-based resettlement is the core of the program, the community-base approachinfluence planning process by changing the pattern of participatory and Coordination line.This give positive changes since stakeholders are become more connected and communitybecome more participated on the resettlement plan. Nonetheless, the obstacle is often comefrom internal sources. There are still doubts whether this community-based might works.Overall, it is related with lack of trust on the capacity of government institution or community– each as the benefactor and beneficiary.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Strengths and weaknesses of post disaster planning

5.3 The importance of adaptive post-disaster planning

5.4 Lessons-learned

5.5 Concluding remarks
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Chapter overviewThis chapter presents the further analysis on how the top-down planning correlates withcommunity-based approach to create an adaptive post disaster planning. This analysis isbased upon the research result in the resettlement project of Sleman regency. It is startedwith the analysis of the strength and weaknesses of post-disaster planning that applied top-down and community-based approaches for resettlement project. The discussion continueswith the importance of adaptive post-disaster planning to face the complex and dependentcharacteristic of resettlement project. Eventually, the lessons-learned are drawn from theexcerpt of study case with the theoretical concept of the thesis.
5.1 IntroductionRelocating people and developing new settlements can be problematic since itdrastically changes of the people’s way of living. It is related with the condition after disaster– people are still devastated of losing their relatives or home. Thus, resettlement project arecomplex because it contain multi-aspect of recovery while affected people are still dependentfrom external resources and assistance for them to be able to back to their normal lives. Inpost-disaster recovery, plan has to be designed to adapt to this kind of situation. Moreover,plans should not be seen as static document but rather as dynamic and changing as thesystem themselves (Allmendinger, 2002). It is dynamic, whereas it adapts, shift and evolve.He expresses planners and others must find ways in which they can classify and predict suchdecision in order to be able to manage. Hence, the new form of planning approach canmanifest in such a hybrid form (Busscher et. al., 2014). This dynamics of planning isdescribed in the following thematic subchapters of top-down planning and its interaction aswell as its linkage with the  and conflict management to tackle the challenges during therecovery process. As a well-planned and managed resettlement plan can produce positivedevelopment outcomes (Badri, et. al, 2006).
5.2 Strengths and weaknesses of post-disaster planningIn this section the experience of people based on the interviews and conceptual modelin regard to resettlement project during recovery will be examined. First, it examines thestrength of post disaster planning in Sleman’s recovery process. The top-down planning andcommunity-based approaches are both applied within the post-disaster planning in Sleman.The experience of interviewees is described in relation to the implementation of Rekompakprogram.  It brings community-based approach amidst the strong top-down planning for
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recovery process. These approaches resulted in a more flexible coordination amongstakeholders and active participation in the community in the planning process. Then, theweaknesses of post-disaster planning are described through the issues of resettlementexecution, community capacity, and some drawbacks on the coordination line.
Strengths

Flexible coordinationAs presented in theoretical chapter, top-down planning relates to functionality andpower-related; it can result in hierarchal structure of synoptic profile.  The community-basedresettlement through Rekompak program introduces the characteristic of participatory in theplanning process. Many of respondents agree to the establishment of Rekompak program toorganize the resettlement project during recovery process. One of the respondents fromNational Development Planning Agency (2014) argues the role of facilitator from Rekompakis very important to provide right information and build the understanding to actors.Rekompak’s presence induces the web of coordination for the recovery process. Rekompakact as a hub in the web of coordination, supporting a more flexible coordination amongstakeholders. Therefore, the fact that it modify the way of coordinating plan from strict intomore flexible, showing the Rekompak program bring positive influence to the post-disasterplanning. As presented prior in Figure of 4.9 and 4.10, the presence of Rekompak add inter-connected link and further induce the cross-scale and multi-level interaction. The flexiblecoordination applied for handling resettlement plan, thus, considered as strong point in postdisaster planning is Sleman’s case.
Clear GuidelinesThe main driving force which had an impact to the delivery of recovery is the set ofclear guidelines. The master plan was initially designed as the guidelines for stakeholdersincluding Rekompak on carrying out the recovery. The results of these clear guidelines arenon-overlapping task description and general principle every actor can refer to. Rekompakillustrate an example of the use of clear guidelines; they committed to build resettlement insafe area based on the guidelines enacted in action plan and disaster-prone area map (seeFigure 4.3). Any proposal would be matched with these clear yet general guidelines.
Active participationAnother strong point of the planning process of Sleman’s recovery, on which allrespondents agree, is the active participation of community towards the resettlement project.This participatory process emphasizes on the shared-responsibility between government and
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community. As mentioned on the previous chapter, the community is intensely engaged onthe stages of voluntary relocation, site-plan design, and resettlement management. Academicof Institut Teknologi Bandung (2014) views community participation is not only importantfor effective coordination, but also to create a system or connection between community totheir house, work place and social interaction. He notes, this system is defined by how theydecide the resettlement location and resettlement design. Respondents from governmentalinstitution and NGO’s are consider the enthusiasm for people to participate in the planningprocess are driven by the factors of community leader’s influence and also the communalspirit possessed by the local villagers. During the recovery process, people take initiative tocontribute to planning process (villagers from Wukirsari, 2014). As explained earlier, thiscome in form of community groups namely Karang Taruna/village-youth organization,Village Board, Construction Committee, and community radio.
Weaknesses

Lengthy procedureThe complex characteristics of resettlement might cause complicated issue to dealwith. It becomes a complicated issue since the practice of procedural administrative stillexists in the recovery process. As it discussed in subchapter 4.3.1, there’s people who hadunpleasant experience as waiting for response towards the problem on the field because ofthe bureaucracy. Other case shows people who force to stay for years in temporarysettlement before they can move to the permanent settlement.  Villagers from Wukirsari add,they do not just endure the lengthy procedure for moving to huntap, but they also foundunclear explanation about procedure on applying huntara and huntap. It definitely shows thelengthy bureaucracy procedure does not compatible with this complex characteristic.
Community capacityAlthough the idea of community-based resettlement sounds so captivating in post-disaster planning, there is still some weak point on its execution. Take into account, theresettlement project has dependent characteristic which means it is rely to the externalassistance and resources provided. In some specific cases, it can also involve a risk ofmorbidity and placelessness (see Theoretical Framework chapter) — people felt traumas andlost identity due to loss of shelter or relatives.  In this situation, some of villagers do not feelentirely ready to actively participate in the planning process. As discussed in section 4.3.2,respondent feel overwhelming knowing villagers along with community leaders have to solvemany problems occurred during the resettlement project. Other respondent from Umbul
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Harjo (Sleman) recalls she has not yet fully recovering from shock at the moment when sheinvolves in resettlement plan. The respondent admits although she attends the meetings, shecould not clearly pay attention to all activities. The consideration on community capacity thenshould be addressed since it holds significance to the recovery process.
Disorganized early transitionReferring to the concept of post-disaster management cycle in subchapter 2.2.1, one ofthe early transitions in recovery is from the emergency response to rehabilitation. Within thistransition, it is critical that longer-term plans are developed to reduce uncertainty (Ingram et.al., 2006). Nevertheless, during the early transition, some NGOs carry out their ownorganizational plan by skipping the coordination line. In the early phase of disaster recovery,many NGO’s entering the affected areas without an adequate supervision from thegovernment. These certain NGOs build school in the disaster-prone area. Because of itsdanger and risk, government would not provide teachers to schools in hazardous area(Respondent of National Development Planning Agency, 2014). Interviewee from universityexplains the problem is often worsened because these certain NGO’s support community tostay at the disaster-prone area because they believe it is people’s right to choose to livewherever they wanted to live. The official also illustrates an example where some NGO’s evenbuild a shelter in villagers’ original place although it is located in disaster-prone area. He addsthere should be guidelines for NGO’s to be involved in collaborative works during therecovery process. The disorganized early transition, therefore, become the one of the weakpoint in the planning process.
5.3 The importance of adaptive post-disaster planningDecision-makers in central government acknowledge the importance of adaptiveplanning policy to the complex situation by adapting new paradigms in disaster planning. Asmentioned in section 4.2, these new paradigm are preventive, multilateral, decentralization,disaster risk management, and common responsibilities.  The paradigms then incite morecomprehensive regulatory frameworks and a multi-stakeholders involvement in disaster riskreduction and disaster management. In regard to the general context of Indonesia’s disasterplanning, adaptive post-disaster planning is also applied in Sleman’s case. The reasons for theimportance of adaptive post-disaster planning can be grouped in the categories: congruentfor multi-aspect recovery, comprehensive problem solving, empowering community, which issubsequently being examined in this section.
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Congruent for multi-aspect recoveryDisaster is indeed affecting various aspects in community lives.  Sagala et. al, (2014)describe the Merapi’s 2010 eruption is not only affecting the physical aspect but alsoeconomic and social aspects of community. This relates to the complex characteristics ofresettlement project that influenced by physical and social-economic recovery (seeTheoretical Framework). The new paradigm of preventive, multilateral, decentralization,disaster risk management, and common responsibilities has becomes a backbone foradaptive post-disaster planning. It implies a post-disaster plan has to able to ‘change’ and‘adapt’ to new demand and issues during the recovery. As some local issues being solved,another issue might appear as the consequence. It is a continuous effort that marks theadaptive post-disaster planning. The output from the adaptive post-disaster planning is theworks of different stakeholders to contribute to recovery. Respondents from NGOs,Rekompak, and villagers (2014) point up the assistance given to the recovery are rangingfrom houses, psychological counseling, educational and capacity building training, to capitalaid as such a cattle farm in the resettlement.
Comprehensive problem solvingTwo direction planning approaches in post-disaster planning create a morecomprehensive problem solving. In one side, the top-down planning with its systematicfunction helps on running the immediate response needed for recovery. On the other side, thecommunity-based approach accelerates the recovery by endorsing flexible coordination andinteraction to address the complexity occur from local issue in resettlement. These planningapproaches correlate each other shaping an adaptive post-disaster planning. In Sleman’s case,one planning approach solely cannot answer the complexity of problems. All respondent(2014) indicates, although there are drawbacks on the implementation, dual approaches inplanning process offering many ways and solutions to address problems. For example,respondent from Regional Disaster Management Board of Sleman Regency (2014) illustratethe comprehensive problem solving for handling a land dispute on some location forhuntap/permanent houses. BPBD as the government agency in the regency focuses on landprocurement and land certificate, while Rekompak focuses on working with community onthe houses development. This is a concrete example on two direction planning harmonizes tomaximize the output.
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Empowering communityLastly, adaptive post-disaster planning is important to empowering community andtherefore to develop their capacity. It leads to the sense of ownership towards the settlement(respondent from Wukirsari village, 2014). Another respondent from Umbulhardjo village(2014) argue people sense of ownership because they can choose by themselves the locationfor the resettlement, after that, they can also own the house and land for free.  It gives afeeling for community to determine their lives. Moreover, the adaptive post-disaster planningalso gives respond differently accordingly to the needs of each community. Some villagersparticipate in skill training and others involve in small credit for household production(respondent from Kuwang village, 2014). Derived from the experience from respondents,the adaptive post-disaster planning look carefully on things that important for villagers,and then execute it through empowerment program to create a valuable meaning forthem.
5.4 Lessons-learnedFrom the elaboration of the importance as well as well the strengths and weaknessesof the post-disaster planning in the resettlement project in Sleman regency, it can be notedimportant lessons for further improvement:
Position of RekompakUntil now, the role played by local government in recovery process is linked directlyto the national planning system in disaster management, regulating the responsibilities of thethree tiers of the government. The paradigm shift to be more preventive, multilateral,decentralization, disaster risk management, common responsibilities (section 4.2), hasopened opportunity for community-base approach to appear in the recovery process.Rekompak program holds a strategic position on the web of coordination in recovery.Therefore, the manifestation of Rekompak program in Sleman’s recovery process should beutilized in the greatest possible extent. In the current situation, it has been positioned not justas a program for recovery but also an effective knot for all the stakeholders to be connected.This position could be increased from a ‘knot’ to a medium of discourse where a discussion ofinternal issues takes place. For instance, it could be used as a medium to diminish thescepticism and doubts about their roles in recovery (e.g. section 4.3.3)
Structure of coordination of planning and budgetingSleman have also beneficiated from top-down planning efforts of a major externalassistance to help it regain from the devastated disaster. Central government want Sleman to
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be a safer and better place, where people can back to their normal activities of going toschool, work, and other public activities. Different recovery aspects push this top-downplanning to adapt to the complex situation by applying a community-based scheme and cross-scale interaction for recovery process. In turn, this apparently becomes strong points for thepost-disaster planning.
Integrated master planExperts believe the master plan that related with safety aspect should be createdbased on scientific calculation. This type of master plan includes hazard map or buffer zone indisaster area. Respondent from Kyoto University (2014) argues this type of master plan doesnot related with planning approach or political aspect, but it is related with scientificaccountability. Rekompak program applies this rule because technocrats or experts are beinginvolved on creating the master plan, although it further gives impression that communitymostly involves in the final recovery plan. Therefore, he adds, the communication is veryimportant to convey the information of master plan and support its implementation.Respondent further argues, it needs good communicative technique, policy enforcement andalso incentives – houses or financial aid – for people to support the master plan.  In Sleman’scase, the rehabilitation and reconstruction plan depicted through an integrated master plan.Each plan acts as regulatory, spatial and institutional guidelines.
Clear rolesOverlapping roles would be an additional disaster for disaster recovery, thus the cleardistribution of roles is a must in recovery process.  To avoid the messy or overlapping roles,the description of works division is generally described in Action Plan for Rehabilitation andReconstruction after Merapi’s Eruption: Yogyakarta and Central Java Provinces (Bappenas &BNPB, 2011). Community-based resettlement could be implemented by the clear roles oftechnocrat, officials, villagers, and NGO’s. The clear roles help actors to avoidmisinterpretation during the cooperation. Nevertheless, based on field observation, thecoordination function is the utmost function in several government institutions. Thecoordination function could be improved with more active yet practical function. Theorientation is not limited to coordinate but to do mutual works to multiply output.
Power sharingRelated with above explanation on clear roles of stakeholders, it is understandable toquestion how much of a role does community posses to determine their resettlement.  Inmere of fact, community’s role in the planning process is a concrete evidence of power
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sharing. The concept of shared-responsibility derived from Rekompak can be seen as ashared-power for handling the resettlement. As described in the Theoretical Framework, theright to build a partnership in deciding the relocation, site plan, and resettlementmanagement also implies the power sharing does take account in the planning process.
5.5 Concluding remarksThe recovery attempts after disaster struck is facing many challenges on its journey.Sometime planners pick and choose planning method from their ‘tool-box’ to deal with thechallenges. This happen on the situation where adaptive post-disaster planning is pickedbecause it attuned with the resettlement challenges. During the Sleman’s recovery, thereasons for the importance of adaptive post-disaster planning are grouped by this category:congruent for multi-aspect recovery, comprehensive problem solving, empoweringcommunity, which is subsequently being examined in this section. Based on empirical caseexamination, Sleman has also the ability to harmonize and embrace this adaptive planningapproach.  It is shown by the lessons-learned which drawned from the excerpt of study caseand the theoretical concept of the thesis.
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Chapter overviewThe aim of this thesis is to understand the planning process during the post-disasterrecovery and to acknowledge the difficulties that top-down planning is confronted whendealing with resettlement project. The conclusion is emphasis on critical aspect of post-disaster planning. This includes the implementation of top-down planning process inresettlement projects, the influence of community-based approach towards this top-downplanning, and key factors in the Sleman’s resettlement planning process which can be alessons-learned for further post-disaster planning policy. Reflection of this thesis is presentedin regarding with the thesis construction.
6.1 ConclusionThe theoretical concept of top-down planning and community-based approach arediscussed earlier in the second chapter of the thesis. Further, the conceptual model of thisthesis elaborates that power-related and functionality characterizes top-down planning, andparticipatory characterizes community-based approach. These post-disaster planningapproaches connect to the dependent and complex characteristics of resettlement. In thestudy case, the general situation of resettlement project in Sleman’s case can be characterizedby the top-down driven initiatives, limited resources of villagers, strong communal bond,enthusiastic community participation, multi-stakeholders involvement, lengthyimplementation,  The characteristics of Sleman’s case proven to be more complicated sincethe profile of local community impose the characteristic of the resettlement project. Thisleads to the adaptive post-disaster planning towards the distinct characteristic ofresettlement in Sleman.From the research result and analysis of the findings, top-down planning adapts to thecomplex situation of recovery by involving community-based approach into the post-disasterplanning. Though, it is manifested in form of community participation in the final planningprocess. The master plan and the disaster-prone area are already established beforecommunity enters the ‘arena’ of planning. The unique thing on Sleman’s case is communitydoes sharing responsibility and authority in genuine participation (see e.g  Anstein’s ladder ofcitizen participation, 1969; Selener’s type of participation, 1997) in resettlement plan,although they are still exhausted in the transition phase (see the concept of post-disastermanagement cycle). The fact that the participation resembles partnership type implies thatcommunity also holds control provided that they are doing continuously cooperation withRekompak and government. The transition phase is not only bringing difficulty to villagers,
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government also face a difficult situation in regard with some of NGO’s works in thetransition phase. The chaotic situation after the disaster left some confusion on what thingsshould be done and what things should be prohibited. Eventually, the post-disaster planningis not just limited to address complexity and dependency of resettlement project, but it alsoaddress the connectivity among actors. Refers to the case study, the connectivity amongactors has become an important factor to the accomplishment of post-disaster planning. Evenin the case of disaster recovery, actors whom acquire the most linkages to other stakeholderspossess larger access to influence the planning process.  Furthermore, the excerpt of top-down planning process, influence of community-based approach, and key factors in theSleman’s resettlement planning process are presented in the next sections.
Top-down planning processFrom point of view of recovery process, specifically in resettlement project, the top-down planning practice has rather dominant role.  The establishment of master plan of ActionPlan for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction after Merapi’s Eruption, map of disaster-pronearea of Merapi eruption, and Rekompak program for resettlement project, affirm the practiceof top-down planning in the recovery process of Sleman, Yogyakarta. Aside from thefunctionality and power-related factors, as the theoretical concept suggests, the practice oftop-down planning also indicates a distance or gap factor. The so-called master plan isconsidered as product of scientific and analytical techniques, where only the experts anddecision-makers are part of its establishment. It does emphasize on functional rationality asthe behind logics. But digging deeper to the case, the top-down planning process is alsoinduced by a gap between government and community. Often it position community as thereceiver of end-product of policy. The hierarchal structure of government takes part oncreating the distance between government and community. The synoptic profile in thehierarchal structure depicts a one-line organization that makes the government seem quiteunreachable. However, as the paradigms shifted on disaster management to become morepreventive, multilateral, decentralization, disaster risk management, common responsibilities(as shown prior in Figure 4.2), government is indeed need a ‘hub’ to link better withcommunity.  In this situation, Rekompak program has become a suitable hub to connect themto community and local actors in the resettlement project.The sets of guidelines, regulation, and directives mark the top-down planning processin Sleman’s case. Soon after the disaster occurred, work team consists of line ministries areformed to handle the recovery. National Board for Disaster Management is appointed to be
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the leading agency for post-disaster recovery process. Along with other governmentalinstitution, this team formulates the necessary steps to be taken for the establishment ofrecovery plan. The systematic yet functional organization made a clear guideline – which thenbecomes the strength of this post-disaster planning, The foremost critique for the top-downplanning process is the lengthy procedure and obstructed reciprocal interaction during theexecution of resettlement project.
The influence of community-based approachIn the midst of the complex problem of resettlement project after the disaster, the top-down planning is complemented with different planning approaches to address the dynamicsof the situation in Sleman’s case. Community-based approach is then applied to address thecomplex problem of multi-aspect of recovery. As discussed in Chapter 5, the recovery coversfrom physical, social to economical recovery. The multi-aspect recovery may not solelyanswered by direct guidelines from central government. In the case of Sleman, it needsnegotiation and discourse along the planning process to deal with multi-aspect recovery.Therefore, the community-based approach stimulates a more dynamic interaction in thecoordination line. It modifies the rigid line of coordination to be more flexible, thus creatingmore connection between actors. Moreover, it also supports community participation in theplanning process. These modifications of the way of doing planning recovery are resultedfrom the influence of community-based approach towards top-down planning practice. It hasbeen the strong points of this post-disaster planning. A huge expectation would be the factthat afterwards, community can see and experience the effect of their involvement. Notmerely just involve in the planning process, but whether they can actually benefit from theirinvolvement in the resettlement plan.
Key factors in the Sleman’s resettlement planning processThe recovery attempt based on ‘build back better’ vision has been widely accepted indisaster management. It is not a new concept to be implemented in disaster recovery and it isnot a special treatment for Sleman’s recovery. Since Sleman’s recovery vision is relativelysimilar with many disaster recoveries, are there any distinguishing key factors in theSleman’s resettlement planning process as a lessons-learned? In regard with this key factor,many respondents identify the accommodating planning policy in Sleman’s resettlementplanning process has open the accessibility for community to participate on determiningtheir own resettlement. Regional Disaster Management Board of Sleman Regency (2014)highlights the importance of participatory activity along the planning process on achieving a
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good resettlement project. The participatory activity is enabled to take place by theaccommodating planning policy. It doesn’t put top-down planning as the single planningapproach, but use another planning approach to fill the weakness of top-down planningpractice in addressing the complexity of problems. This key factor of accommodatingplanning policy has causal effects which determining the further implementation in theresettlement projects. Breaking down to the details, these are the distinctive implementationof Sleman’s resettlement planning process which can be a lessons-learned for further post-disaster planning policy, specifically for Indonesia’s context:a. The Rekompak has positioned not just a program for recovery but also becomes aneffective knot for all the stakeholders to be connected, then to involve andcontribute to the project.b. The structure of coordination of planning and budgeting is organized by the top-down planning approaches that adapts to the complexity by applying a community-based scheme and cross-scale interaction for recovery process.c. The government establish an integrated master plan specifically for rehabilitationand reconstruction program by involving experts and related authorities in earlyplanning process. The integrated master plan comprises: Action Plan as forRehabilitation and Reconstruction after Merapi’s Eruption as the regulatoryguideline for all stakeholders, Map of disaster-prone area of Merapi’s eruption asspatial guideline on developing resettlement, Rekompak program to facilitate therecovery process by committed to these general guidelines.d. Community-based resettlement could be implemented by the a clear role of eachtechnocrat, officials, villagers, and NGO’s, whereas the most possiblee. The shared-responsibility is essentially translated as shared-power or shared-authority in the context of Sleman’s case. The sense of community’s ownership isbuild through sharing the power to determine and manage the relocation, site-planand resettlement by themselves.
6.2 Policy Recommendation

Planners and policy makersIn order to have a visible output of when designing a policy, the steps and aims shouldbe very clear and it should anticipate the weak points that identified in this study. In this case,the apparent negative aspect including the lengthy procedure, lack of community capacity,and the disorganized early transition on the current recovery process in Sleman. Designing a
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policy is indeed in the range of planners and policy makers’ realm.  As the paradigm ofdisaster management shifts and planning approach adapts, there should be changes in way ofdoing planning. These negative aspects indicate some implementations are unable to followthe changing paradigms of disaster planning in Indonesia. Roodbol-Mekkes, et. al. (2012)suggest some changes in the principle of organization, planning principle, planning subject oforganization, planning community’s composition, planning community’s knowledge, planningnetworks. The future reform on policy design leads to more effective yet efficientimplementation of planning. Policy makers and planners eventually need to embrace theshifted paradigm by placing the planning practice changes into the policy design.
Local Authorities and local communitiesAs one of the main issues of planning process is Sleman’s recovery is the distance or gapbetween government and community, the future strategy can be done is by bringing localauthorities and local communities works closely together continuously. As mentioned before,the gap shows government as an unreachable institution for community. Accordingly, it isfundamental to create a platform of ‘local-to-local’ cooperation to bridging this gap. Thisplatform could be in the form of local committee that can bring the collective ideas to thepolicy-makers. The discourse from local-to-local can bring more initiative from communityinto the process of recovery. Local community might not decide the master plan (since it isbased on scientific calculation) in the early planning process, nonetheless they can give theirvoices for a more effective planning process. As Hanssen (2010) expresses the effectivenessof a more open dialogue among a broader spectrum of actors early in the planning processcould play a part to increased transparency and integration of important voices into theplanning discourse. This community involvement contributes to a more effective planningprocess, giving authority less reason to use their `veto' as final approval power. To bring localauthorities and local communities together, the form of cooperation needs to act in integratedway— people should not be expected to go to multiple agencies for different services. Itshould contain a vision, a resource and activity analysis, priorities and concentrate ondelivery (Tewdwr-Jones, Morphet, & Allmendinger, 2006). With this situation, when the morelocal-to-local cooperation is built, the less likely gap is created.
NGO’s and AcademicsThe relation between stakeholders also depicts a lack of confidence in trusting other actorplaying their role properly. Based on the information during interviews (stated in section4.3.3), this lack of trust commonly came from professionals as such NGO’s towards the workof government and Rekompak. According to Shockley-Zalabak et. al (2010), this type of
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situation resembles the doubts towards the competence dimension. The competencedimension emerges in four institution-based characteristics including competence or quality,financial matter, availability of human resources, and practice transfer. There is a growingfocus on evidence-based competency. Therefore, these characteristics of competency need tobe developed in the planning design. In other side, instead of being as an outsider withvarious contradictive recovery strategies that became a blunder, NGO’s need to deliberatetheir recovery ideas by following the institutional process and procedure of recovery.Academics also play important role to build the trust between government and NGO’s bysupporting a professional inputs for the recovery, reduce the political intervention thatpossibly occur during the decision-making. Based on the empirical study, academics are inpresence when there is need for designing the recovery plan in the early planning process.More likely it still views academics or university in tradition way, where they are consideredas producers of scientific knowledge—“knowledge factories”—which can have a local impactin the form of spillovers (Uyarra, 2010). Uyarra further suggests the other potential roles ofuniversity in development have some policy implications. This includes the roles forboundary-spanning, exchange of knowledge, and development role.  Joining up of universitiesmission and other policies at different level, therefore, is important in the recovery process.
To conclude, the post-disaster planning can be considered as a process on designing roadmapfor recovering a community to their normal life. However, this process will always facechallenges and obstacles coming from the planning system, political views, governmentalorganization, also people’s behavior and capacity towards a disaster event. In such adependent and complex setting of resettlement project, where the optimum recovery is thepriority, ideas about adaptive post-disaster planning could make a difference. Thecommunity-based resettlement, as presented in this research, can be an example how thecommunity engagement can promote a positive impact to the recovery process. Thus, it alsoshows the top-down planning is still reliable for guiding the post-disaster recovery when it isbeing adapted to other requisite planning approaches.
6.3 Reflection on this researchPost-disaster planning in Sleman’s case has proven to be a motivating research,revealing the theoretical arguments and the real implementation of the recovery process.From the point of view of the methodological framework, this research has as main strongpoints the study-case approach as basis for research exploration. The findings of this
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research can be used as an inspiration for cases where relocation and resettlement has to becarried out in the post-disaster recovery. Due to the fact that the disaster management topicis currently gaining more attention worldwide, this research can also be an insight howrecovery planning process take place in a developing country such as Indonesia.The weak point of this research is represented by the dominant respondents of planners.Although a clear methodological framework was designed to create a complemented data-collection.  Multiple perspectives from stakeholders related to the case are tried to bepresented, but most of sources is collected from planner’s point of view. The planner’s pointof view is mostly from government officials, NGO’s and experts. This happen because they arethe ones who have complete information on planning design, while local community mostlyknow the resettlement plan on the final recovery phase. This, however, could proposesubjectivity from planner’s point of view. Corresponding to this situation, same type ofresearch questions then asked to different stakeholders to check the consistency of casedescription. The other point is the lack information or perspective from private sector. I didnot conduct interview with private sector related to their role in the resettlement plan. Thereason is based on consideration that the preliminary findings imply the private sectors arerarely involved in Sleman’s recovery process. However, I aware the views from private sectortoward their contribution to the economic recovery would be interesting to be studied.Therefore it would be valuable input if there is a future research that discuss deeper on theprivate sector in how they are contributing to the development of community after thedisaster.
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Interview RespondentsInterviewee 1 (2014) National Development Planning Agency (Bappenas)/Head ofSub-Directorate of Disaster Prone AreasInterviewees 2&3 (2014) Ministry of Public Works, Directorate General of Cipta Karya,Rekompak Program/Monitoring & Evaluation (Monev) andComplain Handling Resolution (CHR) Expert and DRM (DisasterRisk Management) SpecialistInterviewee 4 (2014) Regional Development Planning Agency (Bappeda Province) ofYogyakarta Province/Staff-Regional PlannerInterviewee 5 (2014) Regional Disaster Management Board (BPBD) of YogyakartaProvince/Head of BPBD of Yogyakarta ProvinceInterviewee 6 (2014) Regional Development Planning Agency (Bappeda of SlemanRegency)Interviewee 7 (2014) Regional Disaster Management Board (BPBD) of SlemanRegency/Head of BPBD of Yogyakarta ProvinceInterviewee 8 (2014) World Bank/Consultant, Community-Based Housing SpecialistInterviewee 9 (2014) Muhammadiyah Disaster Management Center/Secretary andVolunteerInterviewee 10 (2014) Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB), IndonesiaInterviewee 11 (2014) Kyoto University, JapanInterviewee 12 (2014) Gadjah Mada University (UGM), IndonesiaInterviewee 13 (2014) Resident/villagerInterviewee 14 (2014) Resident/villagerInterviewees 15&16 (2014) Resident/villager



Appendix 1: Consent Form 

Consent Form*
The Post-Disaster Planning In Resettlement Project

Case study of Sleman Regency
 

Interview Description

- Conducted by Aruminingsih, this interview is part of data collection process on the research 
about the post-disaster recovery process in resettlement project in the Rekompak Program. 
Rekompak is a post-disaster recovery program after the Mount Merapi volcanic eruption in 
Yogyakarta, Indonesia. 

- The interviewer is a master student from the University of Groningen (The Netherlands). 
Supervisors in charge is Karina Castro Arce from the University of Groningen

- The interviewer would like to gain information about participant's experiences and 
involvement with regard to Rekompak Project in Yogyakarta. The unit analysis of the research 
is Sleman Regency.

- This interview will be recorded to have accurate information of participant's views. Those who 
can access the tapes and/or the transcripts are only the interviewer and the two supervisors

- Everything said by participant during the interview will be treated confidentially
- Participant can choose to stay anonymous; it means her/his name will not appear on the 

transcript or in any further publication
- It is possible to add any supplementary information on the transcript which is obtained from 

correspondences between participant and interviewer via email or any other messages 
facilities.

Participant's Consent
As participant,

- I agree to be interviewed for the research entitled “The Post-Disaster Planning In 
Resettlement Project : Case study of Sleman Regency” which is being produced by 
Aruminingsih of the University of Groningen

- I have been given satisfactory answers to my inquiries concerning project procedures and 
other matters; and that I have been advised that I am free to withdraw my consent and to 
discontinue participation in the project or activity at any time without prejudice

- I agree to participate in one or more electronically recorded interviews for this project, and one 
or more written correspondences via email or any other messages facilities. I understand that 
such interviews and related materials will be kept completely (not) anonymous, and that the 
results of this study will be published in interviewer's master thesis and other academic 
courses, and may be published in academic journals, and academic conferences

- I agree that any information obtained from this research may be used in any way thought best 
for this study. I would (not) like to have the copy of this interview's transcript, and the copy of 
the draft final thesis, and please send it to:________________________________________________________

- Hereby I grant the right to use information from recordings and or notes taken in interviews of 
me, to the University of Groningen. I understand that the interview records will be kept by the 
interviewer and the project, and that the information contained in the interviews may be used 
in materials to be made available to the general public.

Place and date: 

Name of participant: __________________________________ Signature of participant:_________________________

Name of interviewer: Aruminingsih------------------Signature of interviewer:________________________

*Any hesitation and questions can be addressed by contact the interviewer on phone number: +6281318668095 or 
+31626243975, and email: A.Aruminingsih@student.rug.nl or aruminingsih1@gmail.com.
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Appendix 2: Disaster-prone Area 
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Appendix 3: The condition in the huntap and huntara in Sleman after the disaster recovery phase.  
Source: Author. Date taken: April – May 2014. 

Huntap neighbourhood
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Evacuation meeting point (above); mosque designed by the university (below) 
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Small playground (above); house modification by the community (bellow) 
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The abundance natural resources in the high slopes attract villagers to stay (above); container 
trucks busy bringing earth materials for trade in daily basis (below).   
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The damaged roads – caused by pyroclastic flows – still found in Sleman regency (above); 
Houses in the high slopes of Merapi. People who refuse the relocation still stay in their origin 
village (bellow); 
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Lack of coordination in the early phase of post disaster recovery resulted in case where 
temporary houses build by donors in the disaster-prone area (above); public facility as such 
community hall and prayer centre are built in the disaster-prone area (bellow). 
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Some donors build schools and clinics in the Glagaharjo village (Sleman) located in disaster-
prone area.  Government do not to send doctors and teachers to the location considering to the 
regulation and safety standard. 
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